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ABSTRACT

Author: Max, Brooke, M. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: The Mathematical Content Preparation of Elementary Teachers
Major Professor: Jill Newton
Prospective elementary teachers’ (PTs) preparation often includes courses focused on
deepening K–8 mathematical content knowledge and, in some cases, considering the content from
a teacher’s perspective. Standards and recommendations from professional organizations have
included attention to mathematical content (e.g., Mathematical Education of Teachers II [MET
II]), mathematical processes (e.g., Common Core State Standards for Mathematics: Standards for
Mathematical Practice [CCSSM SMPs]), and mathematical proficiency (e.g., Adding It Up). The
publication of these documents has raised questions about how mathematics teacher educators
(MTEs) incorporate these standards and recommendations in PTs’ coursework, particularly in
Mathematics Content for Elementary Teachers (MCfET) courses, which are courses that primarily
focus on mathematical content with some attention to pedagogy. In this dissertation, I present
results from the analysis of a national survey of MTEs on the mathematical content preparation of
elementary teachers reported in four manuscripts. In the first manuscript, I described the
participants of the study, the institutions to which they belong, and the resources they used in
MCfET courses. Findings indicated that these MTEs are most often experienced instructors who
used a variety of resources (e.g., manipulatives, technology, textbooks) as they addressed various
content and standards. In the second and third manuscripts, I analyzed content activity descriptions
provided by the respondents through three lenses: MET II content domains, Mathematical
Knowledge for Teaching subject matter knowledge domains, and CCSSM SMPs. I reported ways

xii
in which MTEs incorporated content and process standards in MCfET courses both explicitly and
implicitly, focusing on the two areas of (1) specialized content knowledge, or knowledge unique
to teaching, in the content areas of Geometry and Measurement & Data and (2) the Modeling,
Precision, and Regularity SMPs. In the fourth manuscript, I reported messages communicated to
PTs in MCfET course syllabi. Findings indicated that most syllabi included messages that
communicated about mathematical disposition. Messages about the role of collaboration in a
mathematics classroom were also present, including the implicit message that collaboration was
valued in the classroom but not necessarily in the assessment structure. Together, these four
manuscripts provide insights into the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers through
instructor backgrounds, program information, MCfET course content activities, and MCfET
course syllabi.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

As a former secondary mathematics teacher and current mathematics teacher educator
(MTE), I resonated with Ball and McDiarmid’s (1989) assertion that teachers must hold extensive
mathematical knowledge that is deeper than the content they will teach. Toward that goal, Ball and
Bass (2000) suggested coursework that would provide prospective elementary teachers (PTs) with
opportunities to justify mathematical claims, develop mathematical insight and flexibility, and
analyze student and teacher moves. Compared to mathematics courses designed for a general
audience, such courses have resulted in a greater increase in PTs’ mathematical content knowledge
(Matthews & Seaman, 2007). Throughout my work, I call such courses Mathematics Content for
Elementary Teachers (MCfET). My current role as a coordinator of a series of MCfET courses in
a mathematics department that serve elementary education students motivated me to investigate
the nature of such courses in teacher preparation programs.
Extant research explored various components of PTs’ mathematical preparation in MCfET
courses, such as the use of lesson study (e.g., creating subtraction stories, Berk & Hiebert, 2009),
knowledge of content in lessons (e.g., volume and area, Chamberlin & Candelaria, 2014), and
perceptions of their own mathematical abilities (e.g., Hine, 2015). Other researchers have
investigated MCfET course requirements in teacher preparation programs (e.g., Masingila,
Olanoff, & Kwaka, 2012), awareness of MCfET course recommendations from professional
organizations (e.g., McCrory, Francis, & Young, 2008), and mathematical content of MCfET
course textbooks and syllabi (e.g., Greenberg & Walsh, 2008). Learning more about the
mathematics course requirements of PTs, the background of the instructors who teach MCfET
courses, and the intended curriculum in those courses would give the mathematics education
community more insight into the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers.
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1.1 Elementary Teacher Preparation Standards and Recommendations
The mathematical preparation of elementary teachers has been addressed in
recommendations, including Mathematical Education of Teachers, Mathematical Education of
Teachers II (MET, MET II; Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences [CBMS], 2001, 2012),
Adding It Up: Helping Children Learn Mathematics (National Research Council [NRC], 2001),
and Standards for Preparing Teachers of Mathematics (Association of Mathematics Teacher
Educators [AMTE], 2017). The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
recommended that preparation programs embrace mathematics through problem-solving and
conceptual understanding (e.g., 1980, 2000, 2014), and the widely-adopted Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM; National Governor’s Association Center for Best Practices
& Council of Chief State School Officers [NGA & CCSSO], 2010) for K–12 students across the
United States reflected those recommendations. Such recommendations and standards set
expectations for teacher education programs to engage PTs with these recommended mathematical
processes and standards. Next, I briefly outline connections among these recommendations; more
details will be provided throughout the manuscripts in this dissertation.
The 2000 Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (PSSM; NCTM) expanded on
the 1980 NCTM vision of mathematics as something with which students engage, designating
content (e.g., number and operations, algebra) and process (e.g., problem-solving, reasoning, and
proof) standards (see Table 1.1 for a complete list of standards). Adding It Up, a 2001 report from
the NRC Committee on Mathematics Learning, extended Ma's (1999) call for PTs to develop a
profound understanding of fundamental mathematics through mathematical proficiency. The
authors of this report defined mathematical proficiency as “what we think it means for anyone to
learn mathematics successfully” (NRC, 2001, p. 5) as they proposed five strands of mathematical
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proficiency (e.g., procedural fluency, conceptual understanding; see Table 1.1 for a complete list)
that supported NCTM’s vision of the teaching and learning of mathematics to extend beyond
memorization and symbol manipulation. CCSSM recommended eight Standards of Mathematical
Practice (SMPs) for K–12 students (see Table 1.1 for a complete list), citing PSSM Process
Standards and Adding It Up strands of mathematical proficiency as influential documents. The
SMPs described ways K–12 students should engage with mathematics.
Table 1.1: PSSM Process Standards, Adding It Up Strands of Mathematical Proficiency,
and CCSSM Standards for Mathematical Practice
Process Standards

Strands of Mathematical

SMPs

(NCTM, 2000)

Proficiency (NRC, 2001)

(NGA & CCSSO, 2010)

Problem-solving

Strategic competence

Make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.

Reasoning and proof

Adaptive reasoning

Reason abstractly and
quantitatively.

Connections

Conceptual understanding

Construct viable arguments and
critique the reasoning of others.

Communication

Procedural fluency

Model with mathematics.

Representations

Productive disposition

Use appropriate tools strategically.
Attend to precision.
Look for and make use of
structure.
Look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning.
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Mathematicians and MTEs collaborated to write MET (CBMS, 2001) and MET II (CBMS,
2012) with a goal of outlining the content and experiences with which PTs should engage in their
preparation programs. MET supported the standards of NCTM’s PSSM (2000), including content
and process standards, and MET II was written in response to CCSSM (NGA & CCSSO, 2010).
MET II authors were clear in their recommendations for teacher preparation programs to provide
opportunities for PTs to engage with both content standards and SMPs included in CCSSM.
Moreover, MET II integrated CCSSM throughout the recommendations, providing “illustrative
activities” of content that included SMPs attended to in the activities, making it practical for
teacher education programs that utilized MET II to support CCSSM standards in the curriculum of
MCfET courses. MET II recommendations and CCSSM provided implicit guidelines for the
content of MCfET courses. The authors of the AMTE Standards for Preparing Teachers of
Mathematics (2017) connected their standards with MET II, thereby including CCSSM; also
included were direct references to CCSSM as informing the “Mathematics Concepts, Practices,
and Curriculum” standard for elementary teachers. These standards were designed to guide MTEs
in the development of “well-prepared beginning teachers of mathematics” in their programs and
included strands of mathematical proficiency (e.g., productive disposition; NRC, 2001).
Collectively, these standards and recommendations call for PTs to engage with mathematics and
one another as they prepare to become teachers of mathematics.
1.2 Mathematics Content for Elementary Teachers Courses
Researchers have reported that PTs typically take MCfET courses as a part of their
mathematical preparation (e.g., Greenberg & Walsh, 2008, Masingila, et al, 2012). Researchers’
investigation of MCfET courses varies, particularly with respect to the aforementioned
recommendations and standards from professional organizations (e.g., CBMS, 2001, 2012;
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NCTM, 1989, 2000, 2014; NRC, 2001). For example, Masingila and colleagues (2012) reported
that mathematics credit requirements for PTs in teacher education programs were less than the
nine credit hours recommended by MET. They also reported a lack of institutional support for
MCfET instructors in terms of professional development opportunities. McCrory and colleagues
(2008) found that the majority of MCfET course instructors in their study were familiar with PSSM
process standards (NCTM, 2000) but less familiar with the recommendations of MET (CBMS,
2001) and Adding It Up (NRC, 2001). In this dissertation, I investigated the structure of MCfET
courses and teacher education programs in addition to the characteristics of the intended
curriculum as they relate to current recommendations and standards.
Curriculum has been operationalized in various ways (e.g., Posner, 2004, Stein, Remillard,
& Smith, 2007). Specifically, Stein and colleagues (2007) described three types of curriculum:
written, intended, and enacted. Written curriculum consists of materials from the printed page
(e.g., textbooks), which McCrory (2006) investigated in the context of MCfET course textbooks,
finding that some textbooks presented mathematics as encyclopedic in nature and other presented
mathematics as a narrative. Stein and colleagues (2007) declared intended curriculum to be the
teacher’s planned instruction (e.g., syllabi), and Greenberg and Walsh (2008) reported results from
exploring written and intended curriculum of MCfET courses through requirements, course
syllabi, and textbooks with respect to the recommended content of MET to find that the content
recommendations were not being attended to sufficiently, especially algebra. Enacted curriculum
is the implemented curriculum (Stein et al, 2007) which brings to life the written and intended
curriculum through teacher-student interactions, which Hiebert and Morris (2009) investigated as
they worked to create a shared knowledge base for MTEs teaching MCfET courses (see also Berk
& Hiebert, 2009). Hiebert and Morris discussed a cycle of generating, recording, and vetting
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knowledge for the base, and these three phases align with written, intended, and enacted
curriculum, respectively. However, the proposed shared knowledge base has these curricular
components tightly woven together. In this dissertation, I elicited Stein and colleagues’ (2007)
definition of intended curriculum as the teacher’s planned instruction to investigate
recommendations and standards in MET II (CBMS, 2012), CCSSM (NGA & CCSSO, 2010), and
Adding It Up (NRC, 2001) in the intended curriculum. Research investigating the positioning of
those recommendations in MCfET courses can inform MTEs on current practices and ways in
which MTEs have embedded these recommendations in the intended curriculum of MCfET
courses.
1.3 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of my dissertation was to contribute to prior research findings on the
mathematical preparation of elementary teachers by investigating characteristics of MCfET
courses, the backgrounds of MCfET course instructors, the programs that provide these courses,
and the intended curriculum of these courses. The goal was to understand MCfET courses in the
context of teacher preparation programs and the ways MTEs intend to address standards and
recommendations in such courses.
Specifically, my overarching research question was “What is the status of the mathematical
preparation of elementary teachers?” In order to answer this question, I investigated four subquestions in four individual manuscripts. Collectively, these manuscripts will build upon the
findings of prior research regarding the status of the mathematics preparation of elementary
teachers. The sub-questions are:
a. What are the features of elementary teacher preparation programs and the MCfET
courses in those programs?
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b. How does the intended curriculum of MCfET courses provide opportunities for PTs to
engage with MET II content domains?
c. How does the intended curriculum of MCfET courses provide opportunities for PTs to
engage with CCSSM SMPs?
d. What messages do MCfET course syllabi communicate to PTs about the nature of
mathematics?
To answer these questions, I designed a survey to investigate the core characteristics. In
this survey, I asked about programs, instructors, and MCfET courses, including the resources used
(e.g., textbooks, manipulatives, technology), standards addressed (e.g., content, practice), and
MET II content domains (e.g., Operations & Algebraic Thinking, Geometry). To answer the subquestions, I wrote four manuscripts that utilized subsets of data obtained from the survey. In the
first manuscript, I reported instructor backgrounds, mathematics requirements in the programs,
and resource use in MCfET courses with descriptive statistics. In the second manuscript, I used
the MET II content domain definitions and the Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching (MKT;
Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008) framework to analyze content activity descriptions provided by
respondents. In the third manuscript, I utilized the SMPs and their descriptors to analyze provided
SMP examples and content domain activity descriptions. In the fourth manuscript, I analyzed 35
MCfET course syllabi provided by respondents for the messages communicated to PTs about
mathematical disposition and the role of collaboration in the mathematics classroom.
1.4 Situating My Position
Here I present my background to give the reader a sense of who I am and to situate myself
within these studies. I was a secondary mathematics teacher for 11 years in both urban and rural
school districts before entering a doctoral program four years ago. In the first two years of my
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doctoral program, I taught courses designed for prospective secondary mathematics teachers and
supervised some of these students in their student teaching. I recognized that these prospective
secondary mathematics teachers were experiencing the same classroom challenges I had: finding
the right balance of procedural fluency with conceptual understanding, all while supporting notions
of problem-solving, reasoning, and other mathematical practices. Near the end of my second year
of doctoral studies, my advisor encouraged me to consider applying for the mathematics
department position of MCfET course coordinator. I began the position of MCfET course
coordinator at the start of my third year of doctoral studies, and my experiences illuminated the
role of elementary teachers in developing a strong mathematical foundation in children. To inform
myself about MCfET courses, I reviewed the available research to help me understand MCfET
courses in relation to their structure (e.g., Masingila et al, 2012), content (e.g., McCrory et al, 2008;
Greenberg & Walsh, 2008), lesson development and enactment (e.g., Berk & Hiebert, 2009),
among other characteristics. The updated recommendations and standards since the writing of
these articles (e.g., MET II, CBMS, 2012; CCSSM, NGA & CCSSO, 2010) prompted me to design
a survey of MTEs to learn more about practices in MCfET courses in relation to current
recommendations. My experiences ultimately benefited my study. I am an invested member of the
mathematics education community with a desire to develop more understanding of MCfET courses
and help MTEs—including myself—improve the quality of mathematical preparation of
elementary teachers in teacher education programs.
1.5 Survey Development
The success of this study in terms of results that supported the mathematics education
community relied on the development of a quality instrument. Here, I describe the process of
developing the survey and the iterations as a result of three rounds of piloting the survey. I also
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describe the final survey of questions for MTEs. Finally, I describe the participants, sampling
procedure, and survey distribution.
1.5.1 Development of the Pilot Survey
The goal of the survey was to understand the mathematical preparation of PTs in their
teacher education programs. In the fall of 2016, the first draft of the survey included 20 questions
on the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers: eight general program questions (e.g.,
licensing options, college conferring the degree in elementary education), four questions about the
mathematics requirements of the program (e.g., number of courses and credits in mathematics,
titles of courses the respondent had experience teaching), and eight questions directly related to
each of the courses listed (e.g., resources used, standards and content domains addressed). I used
the Preparing to Teach Algebra survey (Maeda, Newton, Alexander, & Senk, 2014) and feedback
from a mathematics education professor with expertise in curriculum and survey administration to
generate items and design the structure of the survey through categorization of courses (e.g.,
mathematics, mathematics content for elementary teachers, mathematics methods) and question
blocks in the survey (e.g., program questions, course questions).
1.5.2 Piloting the Survey
I piloted the survey in three phases. First, I sent the survey via Qualtrics, the web-based
survey distribution platform, to one mathematics education professor with experience teaching
mathematics methods courses and one mathematics education graduate student with experience
teaching MCfET and elementary mathematics methods courses. Both participants provided written
and oral feedback that led to revisions in the survey design: adding closed- and open-ended
questions regarding implicit and explicit attention to SMPs, creating tables to make it easier for
respondents to fill in their responses, listing the CBMS content domains and SMPs so the
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respondents could select them instead of type them, and adding an option for respondents to request
published results.
In the second round of piloting, I sent the revised survey via Qualtrics to an experienced
MCfET course instructor and the same mathematics education professor. Based on their feedback,
I changed the format of various items (e.g., providing an “I don’t know” option, asking for the
SMP that received the most attention, and including visible multi-line entries for open-ended
questions) to make the survey more user-friendly. I added a request for activity descriptions in
these courses that highlighted MET II content domains and SMPs.
After implementing revisions from the first two rounds of feedback, I piloted the survey
with four mathematics and mathematics education professors from different institutions and one
mathematics graduate student, all with experience in the mathematics preparation of elementary
teachers. The professors provided written feedback, and the graduate student used the Qualtrics
link to do a think-aloud pilot. This feedback led to changing the three types of mathematics courses
for elementary teachers to four, adding an option for content and pedagogy equally combined in a
course. Additional changes included adding an option for respondents to upload a document
instead of typing a description for a content domain activity, requesting the responsibilities of the
respondent in the program (e.g., instructor, course coordinator, advisor) and who typically taught
the courses (e.g., faculty, staff, graduate students), and listing options for various resources
instructors might use. For example, if the instructor indicated using a textbook, a pre-populated
list of eight textbooks would appear. After learning of a follow-up to the Masingila et al. (2012)
study, I requested advice from one of the authors on which textbooks to include. With this advice
and an online search of the most-used textbooks, I created the list of eight textbooks. The benefits
to this strategy were that it did not require the participant to type out information and that the data
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would be easier to analyze because of their consistent format. Respondents could also select from
lists of common options for the remaining resources asked about in the survey: technology,
manipulatives, and national and/or state standards. I also modified question options so the
respondent could select multiple answers. For example, “When do students typically take this
course?” allowed respondents to indicate a mixture of student levels in the course.
1.5.3 Final Survey
The final survey included 40 questions in two sections: general elementary education
program characteristics (16 questions) and opportunities to learn mathematics in elementary
education programs (24 questions). The first section contained instructor background (Block I)
and program information (Block II), and the second section contained specific course information
(Block III) and provided an opportunity for respondents to indicate additional program
characteristics (Block IV; see Appendix B for the complete survey).
The first section contained two eight-question blocks investigating general elementary
education program characteristics. Block I (Questions 1.3–1.10) was designed to gather
information on the background of the respondent. Questions in this block were similar to those
asked by Masingila et al. (2012), with two purposeful additions. One was to include credit-hour
value for course requirements. Because credit hours are a comparable unit, this allows for
comparison between institutions. Another addition was to ask for respondents’ research area as
well as roles and responsibilities to gain a sense of their interests and duties. Questions referenced
demographic information (e.g., name, college/university); roles held by the respondent (e.g.,
instructor, advisor, program coordinator, no direct role); K–12 classroom experience, including
grade level; unit affiliation at the institution (e.g., mathematics, education); and primary research
area (e.g., mathematics, mathematics education).
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Block II (Questions 2.1–2.8) addressed the program, the licensing options available, the
program graduating the most number of students, the concentrations available, and the number of
students graduating annually. This block also included academic term length, mathematics courses
and credits required for elementary certification, the unit to which those courses belonged, and the
names of relevant courses the respondent had taught. These courses were separated into four
categories: mathematics content specifically designed for teachers (MCfET courses), mathematics
pedagogy, mathematics content and pedagogy combined, and general mathematics.
The second section of the survey, opportunities to learn mathematics in elementary
education programs, also contained two blocks, Blocks III and IV. Block III (Questions 4.11–4.22)
contained 21 questions referencing a single course the respondent had experience teaching. This
block asked about the year students take this course, the typical instructors (e.g., faculty, staff,
graduate students), and the resources involved (e.g., textbook, technology, manipulatives, required
readings, national standards). Respondents were given a seven-point Likert scale on the balance
of content and pedagogy in the course. With a list of the six MET II (CBMS, 2012) recommended
content domains, respondents were then asked to indicate which domains were addressed in the
course and to describe or upload an activity that highlighted the area that received the most
attention in the course. In a similar fashion, respondents were presented with the eight SMPs and
asked to indicate which, if any, were addressed in the course. Before describing an activity to
represent the most-addressed SMP in the course, respondents were asked in what ways the SMPs
were addressed: reading the SMPs, creating lesson plans that reference the SMPs, facilitating
lessons using the SMPs, experiencing learning through lessons planned with the SMPs in mind,
and other ways. Block IV (Questions 13.1–13.4) provided respondents an opportunity to describe
aspects of the program or MCfET courses not addressed by other questions in the survey and to
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indicate whether or not they wanted a report of the survey results and whether or not I could reach
out to them for more information if needed.
1.5.4 Survey Participants and Sampling Procedure
The target population for the survey was the instructors of MCfET courses at institutions
that have a program leading to elementary education licensure in the United States, and preferably,
respondents with experience teaching MCfET courses. This included instructors in any department
within an institution and include professors, lecturers, and graduate students serving as teaching
assistants.
I received 120 completed surveys representing 31 states with 75 uploaded syllabi. Of the
120 survey respondents, 115 described programs offering certification in elementary education at
103 unique institutions. These responses included instructors of MCfET courses, methods courses,
general mathematics courses, and courses that included attention to both content and pedagogy.
1.5.5 Survey Distribution
This survey used a purposive nonprobability sample, with which the researcher “cannot
make precise estimates of representativeness” (Devlin, 2018, p. 312). The specific method was
snowball sampling. I accessed participants through the email lists of AMTE and AMTE affiliates;
the Service, Teaching, and Research (STaR) fellows and Jerry Becker (Southern Illinois
University) listservs; and a post to the Facebook page of the American Educational Research
Association Special Interest Group. In the message, I asked MTEs to complete the survey in
Qualtrics and send it on to anyone else who might also have information about the mathematics
preparation of elementary teachers. The survey was open for three weeks in March of 2017. Three
weeks seemed sufficient to account for universities’ spring breaks during this time of year.
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1.6 Entering the Study
In the following chapters I discuss four related manuscripts I wrote using data obtained
from the survey, with the goal of answering the overarching question of “What is the status of the
mathematical preparation of elementary teachers?” In the first manuscript, I provided an overview
of the survey results, describing respondents, their backgrounds, and resources used in MCfET
courses. In the second and third manuscripts, I analyzed content activity descriptions provided by
respondents through multiple lenses. In the second manuscript, I used the MET II content domains
(CBMS, 2012) and MKT subject matter knowledge domains (Ball et al., 2008) to analyze the
content activity descriptions. This manuscript provided insight into the intersection of
mathematical content and MKT in MCfET courses. In the third manuscript, I reported findings of
a content analysis of those same content activity descriptions and SMP activity examples through
the lens of the CCSSM SMPs (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). Together, manuscripts two and three
afforded the reader an opportunity to view the content activity descriptions through the lenses of
content domains, MKT domains, and practice standards. In the fourth manuscript, I analyzed
syllabi of MCfET courses. This manuscript provided an in-depth look at the ways MCfET course
syllabi communicate messages about productive mathematical disposition and the role of
collaboration in a mathematics classroom. I describe each manuscript briefly below with the
manuscripts following in the succeeding four chapters. I will conclude the dissertation with a
discussion across the four manuscripts.
I sought to give a broad sense of the questionnaire results with the first manuscript. In this
manuscript, I answered these questions: “Who were the respondents? How were their elementary
programs structured? Who teaches the MCfET courses and what resources do they use?” I used
descriptive statistics to give a sense of the teacher education programs, respondents, and resources
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used in MCfET courses. This manuscript was published in the Fall 2016 issue of AMTE
Connections. The audience for Connections is primarily MTEs, including those involved and
interested in the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers. Dr. Jill Newton was a co-author
of this study due to her feedback in developing the survey and in the writing of the manuscript.
I wrote the second manuscript with both mathematicians and MTEs in mind. I drew on the
MET II (CBMS, 2012) content domains and MKT framework (Ball et al., 2008) to answer the
following research questions: “Which MET II content domains do instructors address in MCfET
courses? How do MKT domains and content domains converge in MCfET courses?” In this article,
I investigated the intended curriculum of MCfET courses through content activity descriptions
provided by responding MTEs. This study had an in-depth focus on the intended curriculum to
gain a sense of the ways instructors plan to incorporate content in MCfET courses. The results in
this study provided insight into the ways content activities used in MCfET courses support the
development of mathematical content knowledge needed by teachers. I will submit this study to
The Notices of the American Mathematical Society in an attempt to reach both mathematicians and
MTEs in the Doceamus…Let Us Teach section. This peer-reviewed journal, with an impact factor
is aimed at professional mathematicians and is mailed to approximately 30,000 members in
addition to being available online at no cost, and the Doceamus…let us teach section in the journal
brings together mathematics and education. Molly Amstutz, a mathematics education graduate
student, was second author because she was the second coder and provided feedback on drafts of
the manuscript.
In the third manuscript, I sought to answer this question: “How does the intended
curriculum of MCfET courses provide opportunities for PTs to engage with CCSSM SMPs?” The
CCSSM SMPs provided a different lens through which to examine the content activities analyzed
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in the second study. I reported which SMPs were addressed, as identified by respondents, and ways
in which MTEs addressed them in MCfET courses. I described ways in which activities
highlighted SMPs, with special attention to those incorporating the SMPs that were present in
fewer activities. One goal in this manuscript was to identify and share with MTEs ways in which
SMPs can be addressed in MCfET courses. I submitted this manuscript to The Mathematics
Enthusiast special issue on “Supporting Mathematics Teacher Educators’ Knowledge and
Practices for Teaching Content to Prospective (Grades K–8) Teachers,” and the article was
“accepted

with

minor

revisions.”

This

open-access,

peer-reviewed

journal

reaches

mathematicians, mathematics teacher educators, and historians of mathematics, among others.
Generally, The Mathematics Enthusiast articles focus on mathematics content, mathematics
education research, innovation, interdisciplinary issues, and pedagogy, but this special issue will
explore the ways in which MTEs support PSTs’ mathematical content knowledge and the ways in
which the MTEs themselves are supported. Dr. Rachael Welder was a co-author on this manuscript
as she assisted in the writing and reviewing of the article.
In the fourth manuscript, I widened the focus to the MCfET course level. The research
questions are “In what ways do the syllabi of MCfET courses communicate to PTs about
productive mathematical dispositions? What do the syllabi indicate is the role of mathematical
collaboration in MCfET courses?” In this study, I reported results from an analysis of 35 MCfET
syllabi. Through reflective memorandums and cycles of analysis while reviewing the syllabi, I
identified various implicit and explicit messages communicated to PTs. These messages
communicated to PTs about the nature of mathematics, beliefs about the learning of mathematics,
and the role of collaboration in mathematics classrooms. I shared the identified messages and ways
in which instructors, through syllabi, communicated them to PTs in an effort to help MTEs
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consider the impact of syllabi. I will submit this manuscript to the Journal of Mathematics Teacher
Education, a peer-reviewed journal that publishes research on preservice and in-service
mathematics teacher preparation to promote students’ successful learning of mathematics.
In each of the four manuscripts, I investigated characteristics of the mathematical
preparation of elementary teachers. Collectively, these four manuscripts helped me answer the
overarching research question: “What is the status of the mathematical preparation of elementary
teachers?” My research suggests that MTEs are affording opportunities for PTs to engage with
recommended content and standards in MCfET courses, both explicitly and implicitly.
Additionally, MTEs are also communicating messages about mathematical disposition and
collaboration in the mathematics classroom to PTs. Sharing the ways in which MTEs afford these
opportunities and communicate these messages allows MTEs to examine and modify their own
practices in light of these findings.
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CHAPTER 2: MATHEMATICS PREPARATION OF ELEMENTARY
TEACHERS: RESULTS OF A NATIONAL SURVEY

MANUSCRIPT TO AMTE CONNECTIONS
Brooke M. Max and Jill A. Newton, Purdue University

Multiple professional organizations have provided guidelines for the mathematics
preparation of elementary teachers. For example, the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences’
(CBMS, 2012) The Mathematical Education of Teachers II (MET II) and the Association of
Mathematics Teacher Educators’ (AMTE, 2017) Standards for Preparing Teachers of
Mathematics both addressed mathematical content and practices that preservice elementary
teachers (PSTs) should know and experience. In order to gain a sense of the ways in which teacher
education programs are addressing these and other guidelines, we administered a national survey
to investigate aspects of current programs (e.g., course requirements, licensing options), instructor
backgrounds (e.g., teaching experience K–12 and beyond, research interests), and detailed
information about the Mathematics Content for Elementary Teachers (MCfET) courses (e.g.,
resources utilized, attention to state and/or national practice standards).
Two previous surveys (Masingila, Olanoff, & Kwaka, 2012; McCrory, Francis, & Young,
2008) reported on various aspects of MCfET courses, including instructor backgrounds, support
for instructors, their familiarity with National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
process standards, and the use of textbooks. Our survey expanded this work by collecting
additional information about credit hour requirements for programs, inclusion of the 2012 CBMS
content domains and Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practices (SMPs; National
Governors Association Center for Best Practices and the Council of Chief State School Officers,
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2010), and resources utilized beyond textbooks. In addition, we requested course syllabi and class
activities. Utilizing snowball sampling throughout the three weeks the survey was open, we
emailed members of various professional groups (e.g., AMTE, STaR) and requested that they both
respond to the survey and share it with other mathematics teacher educators (MTEs). The survey
included questions about the respondents (e.g., What is your role and how long have you been
serving in that role?), programs (e.g., How many courses and credits in mathematics are required
to be eligible for initial certification in the elementary education program?), and MCfET courses
(e.g., Which textbook, technology, manipulatives, and other resources are used in this
course?). Because questions did not require answering before moving on in the survey, the number
of responses for each question varied. As noted earlier, a syllabus was requested for any course
the instructor had previously taught or was currently teaching.
2.1 Who were the respondents?
Due to the generous time commitment of MTEs, we collected 120 completed surveys and
75 course syllabi. One-hundred fifteen of these responses came from institutions that offer
certification in elementary education across 31 states. This report will include results from the 115
respondents in 103 programs and descriptions of 82 MCfET courses from 44 MTEs. Depending
on the question, we designate the “n” when 100% of the appropriate category was not acquired.
All of the respondents held an instructor position at the post-secondary level, averaging
nine years of experience. Therefore, we will refer to the respondents as MTEs. In addition to
teaching, 33% of the MTEs had advisor responsibilities and 21% served as program coordinators.
Eighty-five percent of the MTEs averaged six years of experience as a high school (59%), middle
school (53%), and/or elementary (41%) classroom teacher, with 53% experienced in teaching in
at least two of the three levels. Forty-four percent, 35%, and 17% (n =113) were affiliated with
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education, mathematics, or both departments, respectively. In terms of research, the MTEs
reported studying mathematics education (86%), mathematics, (3%), or reported no research area
(6%).
2.2 How were their elementary teacher education programs structured?
The programs required an average of 1.8 (n = 79) MCfET courses, 1.2 (n = 83) mathematics
methods courses, 1.2 (n = 63) general mathematics courses, and 0.8 (n = 52) courses in which
mathematics pedagogy and content were equally combined; these courses were worth
approximately 6, 4, 4, and 3 semester credit hours, respectively. More than three-fourths of the
responding institutions (n = 74) graduated at least 26 elementary education students annually, with
the largest group (34%) graduating between 50 and 100 students. Programs reported preparing
teachers for a wide range of grades, with 35% for K–8 grade levels and 25% for K–6 (n = 91).
Most students reportedly took the MCfET courses in their first (51%) or second (62%) year (n =
82).
2.3 Who teaches the MCfET courses and which resources do they use?
Faculty reportedly teach the vast majority of MCfET courses (91%); much less often staff
(17%) or graduate students (16%) teach the courses. Nearly all (95%, n = 81) of the MTEs reported
a greater focus on mathematics than pedagogy in the MCfET courses, with these courses most
frequently housed in the mathematics department (84%, n = 41).
Eighty-four percent of the MTEs reported using a textbook in their MCfET course. Of
those, 65 included the name of the textbook used (edition not declared), producing a list of 12
textbooks. Table 2.1 presents the textbooks mentioned by more than 10% of the MTEs. Readings,
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other than the assigned textbook, were required in 31% (n = 78) of the courses, with nearly onefifth of those published in Teaching Children Mathematics.

Table 2.1: Relative Frequency of Textbook Use in MCfET Courses
Relative Frequency of Textbook Use in MCfET Courses
%

Author

Textbook

Beckmann

Mathematics for Elementary Teachers with
Activities

Billstein, Libeskind, & Lott

A Problem Solving Approach to Mathematics for
Elementary School Teachers

18

Sowder, Sowder, & Nickerson

Reconceptualizing Mathematics for Elementary
School Teachers

18

Bassarear

Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers

23

11

Instructors of 92% (n = 79) of the MCfET courses reported using manipulatives: pattern
block pieces (63%), base ten or other base pieces (53%), tiles (53%), fraction bars (43%), and
geometric solids (29%). MTEs used technology themselves or had their students use technology
in 78% (n = 81) of the MCfET courses as they reported utilizing document cameras (63%),
calculators (58%), PowerPoint (37%), and dynamic geometry software (23%) most often.
Respondents also self-reported the use of a SMART Board™, iPad®, and Desmos graphing
calculator.
MTEs addressed national or state standards, either content and/or practice, in 87% (n = 79)
of MCfET courses; content standards, practice standards, and other standards were addressed in
66%, 62%, and 35%, respectively. Eleven percent of the MTEs reported explicitly referencing
NCTM standards. Each of the eight SMPs was given attention in at least 73% (n = 74) of the
courses, with 14% reportedly not addressing them at all. The SMP referencing making sense of
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problems and perseverance in solving them was most frequently mentioned. This SMP, along with
attention to precision, reasoning abstractly and quantitatively, constructing viable arguments,
using tools strategically, and making use of structure were present in at least 80% of the courses.
MTEs indicated that PSTs largely experienced SMPs through the instructors' lessons as learners
(88%, n = 69), and less often asked students to read SMPs (46%), facilitated lessons using SMPs as
the teacher (23%), and had students create lesson plans addressing SMPs (7%).
In MET II, CBMS (2012) recommended a set of content “domains” for PSTs. MTEs
reported coverage of these domains with a range of 47%-65% (n = 81) in MCfET courses with the
following frequencies: Operations & Algebraic Thinking (65%), Number & Operations with
Fractions (62%), Number & Operations in Base Ten (59%), Measurement & Data (57%),
Geometry (52%), and Counting & Cardinality (47%).
2.4 Summary
The MTEs who responded to this survey of elementary teacher education programs, many
of whom also had experience teaching K-12 school, had a strong research interest in mathematics
education. In these preparation programs, MCfET courses are the largest subset of mathematics
courses taken by PSTs, typically in their first or second year. The variety of resources used by
instructors in those courses include, but are not limited to: textbooks, manipulatives, technology,
and national or state standards. Recommendations of content domains from CBMS and SMPs from
Common Core are given attention by most instructors of MCfET courses. This survey data is an
initial step in understanding the programs and resources used by instructors and their preparation
of PSTs in MCfET courses. More detailed analyses of this data (e.g., syllabi analyses, activity
analyses) will be disseminated by the authors in forthcoming conferences and publications.
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CHAPTER 3: THE INTERSECTION OF MET II CONTENT DOMAINS
AND MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE FOR TEACHING IN
MATHEMATICS CONTENT FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
COURSES

MANUSCRIPT TO NOTICES OF THE AMS
Brooke Max and Molly Amstutz, Purdue University
To guide the preparation of future teachers of mathematics, mathematicians and
mathematics teacher educators (MTEs) collaborated to create “Essential Ideas” for teacher
preparation programs in the Mathematical Education of Teachers II (MET II; Conference Board
of Mathematical Sciences, 2012). Specifically, MET II outlined mathematical content domains that
prospective elementary teachers (PTs) should engage with during their teacher preparation
programs. Here, we illuminate MTEs’ attention to these content domains in teacher preparation
programs, particularly in coursework focused on mathematical content with some attention to
pedagogy.
3.1 Mathematical Education of Teachers II
The authors of MET II recommended PTs have a “careful study” of identified content
domains and their connections to elementary mathematics from a teacher’s perspective. The
authors also incorporated the content and practices of the Common Core State Standards of
Mathematics (CCSSM; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and the Council
of Chief State School Officers, 2010) in their mathematical recommendations for PTs in teacher
education programs. In fact, the six proposed content domains for K–5 PTs in MET II—Counting
& Cardinality, Operations & Algebraic Thinking, Number & Operations in Base Ten, Number &
Operations with Fractions, Measurement & Data, and Geometry—align with the content domains
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of CCSSM. Counting & Cardinality is a kindergarten standard, and the first instance of Number &
Operations with Fractions is in grade 3. The remaining domains are present throughout grades K–
5. The recommendations also suggested integrating content and pedagogy when possible. The
authors also recommended opportunities are for PTs to “do mathematics” with strategic use of
technology and “develop mathematical habits of mind.” These proposed experiences also included
the instructional use of traditional teaching tools (e.g., base-ten blocks, counters).
Here, we considered Mathematics Content for Elementary Teachers (MCfET) courses to
be those that provide PTs with opportunities to engage with content through these experiences.
Mathematics departments often house these courses which primarily focus on mathematics content
and give some attention to pedagogy. We considered any MCfET course instructor to be an MTE,
and, therefore, referred to all instructors as such throughout this article.
3.2 Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching
One way to conceptualize the mathematical content with which PTs engage is through
Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching (MKT; Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008). Teachers of
mathematics must know about more than mathematics, and this framework categorized the
different types of knowledge needed for teaching mathematics. MKT is a practice-based
framework developed from studies of what teachers do as they teach mathematics and what they
need to know in order to teach mathematics successfully. According to Ball and colleagues (2008),
MKT consists of subject matter knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. Subject matter
knowledge contains three domains: common content knowledge (CCK), specialized content
knowledge (SCK), and horizon content knowledge (HCK). CCK is “the mathematical knowledge
and skill used in settings other than teaching” (p. 399; e.g., carpentry, finance). SCK is knowledge
unique to teachers of mathematics in which teachers unpack mathematics in ways atypical to other
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professions (e.g., sizing up mathematical approaches or errors). HCK is an understanding of
connections among mathematical topics across time. One example provided by Ball and colleagues
which highlighted these knowledge domains involved inspection of the third-grade multi-digit
subtraction problem in Figure 3.1:

Figure 3.1: Multi-digit subtraction approaches (Ball et al., 2008, p. 397)

In this example, CCK is knowing how to compute and recognize the correct difference. SCK
involves assessing the strategies employed in terms of correctness and approach, or being able to
recognize what the −1, −60, and 200 represent in the first solution. Knowing the progression of
one- and two-digit addition and subtraction in earlier grades and the extension of this concept in
later grades would be an example of HCK. In this example, we see CCK embedded in SCK because
the knowledge of finding the solution comes before analyzing computational approaches. In
addition to CCK, MCfET courses often provide opportunities for PTs to develop SCK.
In the MKT framework, pedagogical content knowledge “bridges content knowledge and
the practice of teaching” (Ball et al., 2008, p. 389), particularly focusing on knowledge of content
and students, teaching, and curriculum. Although there is likely some overlap, PTs typically
engage with pedagogical content knowledge in mathematics methods courses and subject matter
knowledge in MCfET courses. In this article, we focus on MCfET courses and, thus, subject matter
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knowledge. (See Max & Newton, 2015, for connections between the MKT framework and a
mathematician’s work in teacher preparation.)
3.3 Purpose of the Study
While MET II was clear on the content domains with which PTs should engage during
teacher preparation, researchers have yet to investigate the presence of these content domains in
MCfET courses. This study was an effort to help MTEs understand the ways in which MCfET
instructors integrate content into their courses. Therefore, we analyzed content activity
descriptions provided by instructors of MCfET courses by MET II content and MKT subject matter
domains. We sought to give perspective on the ways in which instructors intend to support PTs as
it relates to content. We have particular interest in SCK because of its unique application to
teaching mathematics. MTEs benefit from knowing how instructors address MKT domains
through content because, as recommended in MET II, attention to both mathematical content and
pedagogy is a necessary part of teacher preparation programs.
Specifically, using survey responses, we answer these questions: Which MET II content
domains do instructors address in MCfET courses? How do MKT domains and content domains
converge in MCfET courses?
3.4 Methods
3.4.1 Data Sources
We drew from a larger study on the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers in
which a survey of MTEs asked respondents to provide information about teacher education
program requirements, MCfET course instructor backgrounds, and details about MCfET courses
that the respondents had experience teaching. We used purposive snowball sampling in an attempt
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to reach those involved in the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers asking those who
received it to send it to others who could offer appropriate information. The initial request was
sent to email lists of the Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators and their Affiliates, MTE
listservs (e.g., Service, Teaching, and Research [STaR]), and a post to a Facebook page of the
American Educational Research Association. We focus our findings described here on responses
to two of the 40 survey questions that requested information about the attention to MET II content
domains (see Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Content domain questions presented to instructors of MCfET course
Respondents indicated the content domains in Q4.16 for 81 courses and we analyzed the 68 content
activities they described or uploaded for Q4.17 (see Figure 3.2 for questions).
3.4.2 Data Analysis
Analysis was completed separately for content domain and MKT domain. First, the two
authors each individually coded every content activity according to the MET II content domains,
including multiple domains where appropriate. For example, we both coded the description of
“Students design/combine shapes in class and other students must find the perimeter and area of
the shapes” as Geometry as well as Measurement & Data because PTs were to create shapes and
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then find measurements. After coding all 68 content activities, we reached 83% agreement and
worked to consensus on all others.
Utilizing the same coding process, we then assigned the 68 activities to the MKT subject
matter domains of CCK, SCK, and HCK, with one domain identified as the core domain for each
activity. We utilized this coding scheme because the authors recognized CCK in all activity
descriptions. Therefore, activities without SCK were generally coded as CCK. The goal in this
round of coding was to distinguish between the activities that primarily focused on developing
CCK, SCK, and HCK. For example, due to its attention to various representations and place value,
we coded the summary of the following activity as SCK: using a strip diagram, table, and double
number line to show a quotient, then reasoning about the size of numbers in order to determine the
placement of a decimal point. The authors reached 86% agreement on the initial coding for MKT
domains and again worked to consensus on all others.
3.4.3 Who were the respondents?
Thirty-four instructors provided 68 content activities or descriptions that highlighted the
most-addressed MET II content domain. They were from 33 unique institutions across 19 states.
The instructors had an average of 10 years of experience at the postsecondary level. Twenty-nine
(85%) of the instructors had an affiliation with mathematics departments, seven (21%) of whom
had an affiliation with mathematics and education departments, and five (15%) of whom were
solely affiliated with education departments. The programs where these respondents taught
annually graduated a relatively even spread of students in categories of 11–25 students, 26–50
students, 51–100 students, and more than 100 students. The 30 respondents who indicated
requirements of MCfET courses reported an average of 2.2 MCfET courses worth 6.8 semester
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credit hours. These courses were offered in the mathematics department 88% of the time, with the
remaining courses offered most often in education.
3.4.4 Which content domains were present in MCfET courses and content activities?
We report the respondents’ attention to each of the MET II content domains in the MCfET
course in Table 3.1. Also in Table 3.1 are the results of our analysis of the content activities through
the lens of MET II content domains. We were unable to classify three content activities because of
brevity or difficulty in discerning the objective of the task, bringing our count to 65.
Table 3.1: Attention to MET II Content Domains in MCfET Courses

MET II Content Domain

Counting & Cardinality
Operations & Algebraic Thinking
Number & Operations in Base Ten
Number & Operations with Fractions
Measurement & Data
Geometry

Present in the
Course
(n = 81)
Frequency
%
38
47
53
65
48
59
50
62
46
57
42
52

Present in Content
Activity
(n = 65)
Frequency
%
1
2
29
45
21
32
18
28
17
26
21
32

Respondents indicated Operations & Algebraic Thinking as addressed in the highest number of
MCfET courses, and it was the most frequently present in content activities. The spread of content
in the activities is relatively consistent for the other content domains except for Counting &
Cardinality; this exception may be because this domain is included for kindergarten only.
3.4.5 Which domains of Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching were present in the content
activities?
We identified the MKT domain addressed by the activities and then inspected the
intersection of content and MKT domains. Within the 65 activities coded, the primary MKT
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domain was SCK for 62% of the activities and CCK for 38% of the activities; none of the activities
addressed HCK. Table 3.2 disaggregates the content domains by SCK and CCK. In the table, we
also provide an example of content activities that primarily addressed SCK in each content domain.
We chose to highlight SCK because of its unique application to teaching and as mentioned earlier,
all activities embodied CCK in some form.
Table 3.2: Intersection of MET II Content and MKT Domains in Activities
Content Domain
Counting & Cardinality

CCK SCK
0

1

5

24

1

19

3

15

(n = 1)

Operations & Algebraic
Thinking (n = 29)

Number & Operations in
Base 10 (n = 20)

Number & Operations
with Fractions (n = 18)

SCK Sample Activity
For patterns, we ask students to write number
sentences of how they counted each of the
figures building on their same method of
counting. For example, if they are counting
the number of blocks in each row, then
continue making number sentences based on
the number of blocks in each row. If they are
counting a large growing square first, and
then adding on a linear pattern somewhere
else, they should describe that, make a
number sentence based on that pattern, and
then continue counting and making number
sentences in that way.
Understand and explain the difference
between the two conceptual models of
subtraction (“difference” and “take-away”)
and how these can lead to different
subtraction problem strategies.
Understanding algorithms for operations and
the connection to our base ten number
system…comparing the standard algorithm
to the partial products algorithm and area
models for connecting to the distributive
property.
Using context problems and models to make
sense of fraction operations. For example,
solving fraction context problems that
suggest either area or number line model and
examining both models, how they work,
what they mean, how they represent the
operation.
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Table 3.2 continued
Content Domain
Measurement & Data

CCK SCK
13

4

15

6

(n = 17)

Geometry (n = 21)

SCK Sample Activity
In groups, design and make 3 types of
Longorian measuring instruments.
Demonstrate your instrument to the class and
explain how to use your instruments to
measure items in the class[room].
To PTs: A 6th grade student says that if the
perimeters of two rectangles are the same,
the areas of these figures must also be the
same. How might you respond to this?

The examples provided offer a range of opportunities for PTs deepen their own understanding and
make sense of mathematics, as evident in the three “Operations” strands where PTs are using
models to represent and make sense of the mathematics. There were several differences in the
MKT domains addressed in the activities. As seen in Table 3.2, the respondents provided activities
that mapped overwhelmingly to SCK on the three algebraic- and arithmetic-focused domains of
(1) Operations & Algebraic Thinking, (2) Number & Operations in Base Ten, and (3) Number &
Operations with Fractions. Attending to SCK typically involved PTs describing multiple strategies
(e.g., takeaway and difference in subtraction), multiple representations (e.g., number line jumps,
alternative and standard algorithms), or other base systems (e.g., base two). The two content
domains of (1) Geometry and (2) Measurement & Data generally involved CCK only. More than
half of the CCK-mapped activities in these two domains involved classifying or finding area and
perimeter of two-dimensional figures and volume of three-dimensional solids.
3.5 Discussion
The activities provided by these MTEs afforded PTs learning opportunities related to the
MET II content domains and MKT domains and can help them as they prepare to be successful
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teachers of mathematics. Opportunities for PTs to develop SCK in all content areas supports their
well-rounded mathematical preparation. We found that the majority of the content activities in the
domains of Operations & Algebraic Thinking and Number & Operations in Base Ten and with
Fractions addressed SCK. Therefore, we do not feel obliged to discuss those further. Because we
see SCK as the domain that separates general mathematics and MCfET courses, we chose to focus
on Geometry and Measurement & Data, where the content activities mapped more often to CCK
than SCK.
MCfET course instructors consider necessary mathematical content for PTs. If they attend
to the recommendations of MET II (CBMS, 2012), pedagogy is also considered to a lesser degree.
We see activities that develop SCK as opportunities for instructors to attend to both content and
pedagogy in MCfET courses. However, opportunities to develop SCK were available less often in
the Geometry and Measurement & Data activities submitted. One potential reason for the CCK
focus in Geometry and Measurement & Data could be a result of PTs’ struggles with geometric
conceptual understanding, which Chamberlin and Candelaria (2014) investigated in their study
with 10 PTs in a MCfET course focused on Geometry and Measurement. Their study suggested
that group activities in MCfET courses with what I determined to have an SCK focus improved
PTs’ understanding of area (e.g., comparing their results and approaches on an activity to another
group’s results and approaches), volume, (e.g., comparing use of base-ten blocks with other
nontraditional tools), and measurement (e.g., determining what part of the measurement learning
progression an activity addresses). We assert that connecting the content of Geometry and
Measurement & Data in ways that develop SCK may provide motivation for PTs to understand
the content in various ways. Because PTs have likely been exposed to this content in their K–12
experiences, approaching this content through activities that develop SCK has potential to inform
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a perspective connected with a purpose for the PTs–the approaches of their future students. For
example, MTEs could modify an area and perimeter activity like that of the multi-digit subtraction
problem in Figure 3.1 by presenting PTs with multiple approaches that students (or their
classmates) used to determine the area and perimeter of a given figure. PTs could then analyze the
approaches, affording them opportunities to develop SCK in Geometry and Measurement & Data.
These opportunities allow PTs to unpack mathematics in ways they have potentially not considered
as K–12 students.
3.6 Conclusion
The MTEs who provided these activities are charged with the challenging task of preparing
elementary teachers to teach mathematics. Giving sufficient attention to the variety of content
domains is part of that challenge. Additionally, MTEs must also consider ways in which they can
develop SCK within the content domains, because SCK is knowledge unique to teachers of
mathematics and thus may not be a part of traditional mathematics coursework. Therefore, we
encourage MTEs to consider ways in which their Geometry and Measurement & Data activities
could address SCK. While CCK also needs developed, finding ways to develop both CCK and
SCK in these content domains can strengthen the overall MKT of PTs. MTEs from both
mathematics and education may need to work together to develop ways that SCK can be addressed
in MCfET courses, especially in the areas of Geometry and Measurement & Data. This will support
PTs—and, eventually, their students—as they prepare the next generation of mathematicians and
MTEs.
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CHAPTER 4: MTES ADDRESSING OF CCSSM STANDARDS FOR
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE IN MATHEMATICS CONTENT FOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS COURSES

MANUSCRIPT TO THE MATHEMATICS ENTHUSIAST
Brooke Max, Purdue University
Rachael Welder, Western Washington University
4.1 Introduction
The Common Core State Standards of Mathematics (CCSSM; National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices and the Council of Chief State School Officer [NGA &
CCSSO], 2010) specify content and process standards for K–12 students. Process standards are
mathematical practices that “highlight ways of acquiring and applying content knowledge”
(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2000, p. 29). One vision of such standards
encompasses mathematical processes, mathematical habits of mind, and mathematical
proficiencies (Koestler, Felton, Bieda, & Otten, 2013). CCSSM identified eight process standards,
which are referred to as the Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMPs), which capture these
ideas. To be able to foster such practices with young children, it is important that elementary
teachers understand the nuances of each of these practices and the important role they play in
helping their students learn how to do mathematics.
For years, researchers have called for prospective elementary teachers (PTs) to be afforded
opportunities in teacher preparation programs to engage with the mathematical content and
processes they will be expected to teach (e.g., Ma, 1999; Ferrini-Mundy, 2000). National
organizations continue to recommend that process standards be addressed in teacher preparation
programs (e.g., NCTM, Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences, Association of Mathematics
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Teacher Educators [AMTE]). Thus, the work of developing PTs’ understanding of and ability to
apply mathematical processes, such as the eight SMPs specified by the CCSSM (2010), has become
the work of mathematics teacher educators (MTEs).
Since process standards are unequivocally linked to achieving content standards, it can be
argued that such practices need to be embedded in content courses for PTs, which we will refer to
as Mathematics Content for Elementary Teachers (MCfET) courses. Thus, the MTEs who teach
such courses are charged with understanding the role of the CCSSM SMPs and how they can be
positioned in MCfET courses. The goal of this paper is to support MTEs’ understanding of the
SMPs and provide recommendations for ways in which they can be addressed in their MCfET
courses.
Since MTEs with mathematically-focused backgrounds may lack familiarly with the
mathematics education organizations and documents that support the development of
mathematical processes (McCrory, Francis, & Young, 2008), we first discuss the historical
development of standards for elementary mathematics and related recommendations for the
preparation of elementary teachers. Next, we share the results of a research study designed to
explore the ways in which MTEs are currently addressing SMPs in their MCfET courses. Through
the sharing of sample tasks implemented in MCfET courses, we provide examples of ways in
which MTEs can explicitly and implicitly support the development of their PTs’ understanding of
and ability to apply the SMPs.
4.2 Evolution of Standards for Learners and Teachers of Mathematics
Over the course of four decades, mathematical process standards for K–12 learners have
seen an increase in attention (e.g., Process Standards, NCTM, 2000; CCSSM SMPs, NGA &
CCSSO, 2010). Likewise, professional organizations have continually increased their foci on the
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development of mathematical processes in teacher preparation programs (e.g., NCTM, 1980, 1989,
2000; National Research Council, 2001; Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences, 2001,
2012). Recent calls have included the SMPs specifically as a part of the mathematical preparation
of teachers (e.g., MET II, 2012).
In 1980, NCTM began an initiative to move students beyond the development of
procedural fluency towards conceptual understanding and a greater focus on the skills required to
problem-solve. This movement sparked the development of standards for both K–12 learners and
teachers, including the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards (1989), Professional Teaching
Standards (1991), and Assessment Standards (1995). In 2000, the Principles and Standards of
School Mathematics (NCTM) incorporated these three separate sets of standards into one book,
expressing the need for well-prepared teachers and learners of mathematics in the 21st century.
This updated vision of mathematical standards included a set of five Process Standards, ProblemSolving, Reasoning and Proof, Connections, Communication, and Representations, to illuminate
the skills and practices that K–12 students should be developing as they learn how to do
mathematics.
In 2001, the National Research Council published research-based recommendations for
developing teachers and learners of mathematics, titled Adding It Up, which recognized these
contributions of NCTM. In this document, the National Research Council identified five ways in
which students need to be mathematically proficient: Strategic Competence, Adaptive Reasoning,
Conceptual Understanding, Procedural Fluency, and Productive Disposition. Together, the
mathematical proficiencies set forth by the NCTM Process Standards (2000) and Adding It Up
(2001) guided the creation of the CCSSM Standards for Mathematical Practices (SMPs; for a
detailed connection of the Process Standards to the SMPs, see Koestler et al, 2013). Forty-two
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states and the District of Columbia use the CCSSM, making it the closest set of national standards
ever adopted in the United States (Achieve, 2013).
While standards for K–12 learners of mathematics have been developing, there is a need
for parallel recommendations to guide the preparation of elementary teachers so they can support
their students in developing the recommended mathematical processes. In 2001, the Conference
Board of Mathematical Sciences, which consists of both mathematicians and MTEs, outlined
recommendations for teachers of mathematics, paying special attention to elementary teachers and
PTs in the Mathematical Education of Teachers (in Figure 4.1, designated at MET). NCTM’s
Process Standards informed these recommendations, displaying support for such standards from
the mathematics and MTE communities. With the release of the SMPs, the Conference Board of
Mathematical Sciences updated their recommendations for PTs in the Mathematical Education of
Teachers II (MET II; 2012).
This modernization included attention to SMPs with opportunities for PTs and in-service
teachers to actively engage with these practices through teacher preparation and professional
development programs. The authors of the MET II expanded the mathematical recommendations
for K–12 learners by modifying the elementary grade band from 1–4 in the 2001 document to K–
5 in 2012. The content strands deemed “Essential Ideas” for K–5 PTs were consistent with the
language of the CCSSM content strands. Collectively, all of these documents impacted the AMTE
Standards for Preparing Teachers of Mathematics (2017), with references to both CCSSM and
MET II throughout these standards. Because AMTE is the largest professional organization for
mathematics teacher education, this embracing of the MET II and CCSSM in their standards
signified solidarity with all of the prior work addressing process standards in K-12 classrooms and
teacher preparation programs.
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Figure 4.1 shows the connections between standards for K-12 learners and how they have
influenced the standards developed for K-12 teacher preparation.

Adding It Up
Mathematical
Proficiencies
(2001)

MET (2001)
Recommendations
for Elementary
Teacher Preparation

NCTM Process
Standards (2000)

Common Core
State Standards of
Mathematics
SMPs(2010)

MET II (2012)

AMTE Standards for
Preparing Teachers
of Mathematics
(2017)

Figure 4.1: Standards and recommendations since 2000
As PTs will be expected to help their future students develop SMPs, MTEs should consider the
evolution of standards in Figure 4.1 and work to provide opportunities for PTs to engage with
SMPs during their teacher preparation programs. Below, we present the results of a study we
conducted to illuminate the ways in which MTEs address SMPs in MCfET courses. Our goal is to
not only inform the community of these ways, but to also encourage MTEs to consider explicit
and implicit ways of addressing SMPs in their MCfET courses.
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4.3 MTEs Development of SMPs in Content Courses for PTs
4.3.1 Methods
A subset of data from a larger study on the mathematical content preparation of elementary
teachers was analyzed to answer the question: “How does the intended curriculum of MCfET
courses provide opportunities for PTs to engage with CCSSM SMPs?” The larger study obtained
information from a questionnaire sent to MTEs regarding their programs, educational and
professional backgrounds, and the MCfET courses they taught.
4.3.1.1 Data Collection
The online questionnaire was sent to MTEs via the AMTE email list, AMTE affiliate email
lists, the STaR (Science, Teaching and Research) Fellows listserv, Jerry Becker’s listserv, and a
post on the American Educational Research Association’s Facebook page for the Special Interest
Group in Research in Mathematics Education. Instructors of MCfET courses were invited to
complete the questionnaire, which served to gather demographic information (e.g., role, teaching
experience), programmatic information (e.g., licensing options, number of MCfET courses
required), and information specific to the MCfET courses they teach (e.g., resources, standards).
MTEs who teach multiple MCfET courses were asked to respond to the same set of questions and
prompts in regards to each of the individual courses they teach. A total of 44 MTEs (n=44)
responded to the survey, collectively providing information about 82 different MCfET courses
(c=82) they teach. Respondents were not required to respond to all prompts, thus some questions
were answered by a smaller subset of participants. In these instances, the response size will be
indicated (e.g., n≤44, c≤82).
For each MCfET course, the participants were asked to select all of the SMPs they
addressed in that particular course. To better understand the ways in which the SMPs were being
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addressed, we offered a list of possible options from them to choose from, while allowing
participants to expand upon ways not listed (see Q4.20 in Figure 4.2). Participants were then asked
to identify the single SMP they perceived to be addressed the most in their course and to provide
an example of how it was addressed in their course (see Q4.21 in Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Survey questions 4.20 and 4.21

Participants were also asked to identify all of the content domains they addressed in each
of their MCfET courses. The list of six content domains provided for them were taken from MET
II (Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences, 2012; see Q4.16 in Figure 4.3). They were not
explicitly asked to identify the content domain that received the most attention in each course, but
were asked to upload or describe an activity, assessment or reading related to this domain (see
Q4.17 in Figure 4.3). While respondents were not asked to consider the SMPs in regards to
answering these questions, their responses were analyzed through the lens of the SMPs to highlight
possible interactions between content and SMPs in MCfET courses.
The 44 MTEs selected one or more SMPs as being addressed in 74 of the 82 courses they
teach (c=74). Information regarding the ways in which the SMPs are being addressed (Q4.20) was
provided for 69 of those courses (c=69). The SMP addressed the most (Q4.21) was specified for
54 courses (c=54) and written descriptions of the ways in which it was addressed were provided
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for 39 courses (c=39). To give the reader a sense of the examples, the mean word count was 35
and median word count was 23. These written descriptions will be referred to as “SMP examples”
(c=39).

Figure 4.3: Survey questions 4.16 and 4.17

In terms of course content, the MTEs described activities that addressed the most
significant content area for 48 of their courses (mean word count = 35, median word count = 25)
and uploaded content-related activities for 20 courses (mean page count = 3.6, median page count
= 2.5). Unfortunately, only 57 of these 68 responses provided enough information to be aligned
with any specific SMPs. The collection of written descriptions and uploaded content that we were
able to code in terms of SMPs will be referred to as “content activities” (c=57).
4.3.1.2 Data Analysis
First, descriptive statistics of the participants and the programs in which they teach were
calculated. Next, content analysis was used to investigate the responses received to the questions
in Figure 4.2 in terms of the explicit attention respondents noted giving to SMPs in their MCfET
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courses and the SMP examples provided. Lastly, we identified implicit attention to SMPs through
content analysis of the content activities provided in response to the questions in Figure 4.3.
Using protocol coding (Saldaña, 2016), all SMP examples (c=39) and content activities
(c=57) were coded according to each of the SMPs being explicitly and/or implicitly addressed.
Although Q4.21 and Q4.17 requested the participant to discuss activities pertaining to the SMP
and content domain that get the most attention in each course, our coding served to identify all
SMPs believed to be addressed through the activity described. We chose this coding scheme
because SMPs are interconnected and at times unable to be separated from one another. For
example, one respondent described addressing Problem-Solving in a task to find volume and
surface area of three-dimensional objects using Geo-Solids, which indicates that the Tools SMP
was also addressed. Further, we acknowledge that asking participants to choose one mostaddressed SMP may have presented a challenge. For example, one respondent indicated, “Each of
them [SMPs] is addressed regularly. It is difficult to say which is addressed the most. I will, for
the sake of answering the question, speak to the sense making standard.” Similarly, the content
activities were also coded as addressing multiple SMPs when appropriate.
Two researchers independently coded each of the SMP examples and content activities;
detailed SMP descriptors used to guide this analysis can be found in Appendix A (or at
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/). The coders cross-checked their work to find 75%
initial agreement; all disagreements were discussed until consensus was achieved. Examples of
implicit addressing of SMPs can be seen in Table 4.1, where we present a content activity that was
coded to align with each SMP. The activities may have also been coded to additional SMPs, but,
in this table, we only identity one SMP and provide justification for the coding of that SMP.
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Table 4.1: Examples of Content Activities Coded to Each SMP
SMP

SMP Name

1. Make sense of
problems and
persevere in
solving them.

ProblemSolving SMP

2. Reason
abstractly and
quantitatively.

Reasoning
SMP

3. Construct
viable arguments
and critique the
reasoning of
others.

Argumentation
SMP

Content Activity Example

Justification

We examine relationships among
different geometric figures and look
at how the premises and
assumptions can determine which
should be considered figures and
which should not.
Understanding algorithms for
operations and the connections to
our base ten number
system…comparing the standard
algorithm to the partial products
algorithm and area models for
connecting them to the distributive
property
(From Beckmann, 4th ed., 2014)
When asked to compute 423-157,
Pat (a third-grader) wrote the
following:
43034300
266
"You can't take 7 from 3; it's 4 too
many, so that's negative 4. You can't
take 50 from 20; it's 30 too many, so
that's negative 30; and with the
other 4, it's negative 34. 400 minus
100 is 300, and then you take the 34
away from the 300, so it's 266."

Making sense
of premises and
assumptions
and analyzing
relationships

1. Discuss Pat's idea for calculating
423-157. Is her method legitimate?
Analyze Pat's method in terms of
expanded forms.
2. Could you use Pat's idea to
calculate 317-289? If so, write what
you think Pat might write, and also
use expanded forms.

Representing
processes
symbolically
(algorithm) and
connecting to a
contextual
(area) model
Critiquing a
child’s method
and justifying if
it is valid or not.
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Table 4.1 continued
SMP

SMP Name

Content Activity Example

Justification

4. Model with
mathematics.

Modeling SMP Running at a steady pace, Anna ran
6 miles in ¾ of an hour. At that
pace, how fast will Anna run in one
hour?
A: Why is it a “how many in one
group?” problem?
B: Write the division problem…

Adding context
to problems
with operations

5. Use
appropriate tools
strategically.

Tools SMP

Using base
blocks and
place value
charts

6. Attend to
precision.

Precision SMP

We utilize the base 4 and other base
blocks fairly extensively to help
students understand the difficulties
children have in learning
operations. We use them for all of
the basic operations, with a variety
of activities. We use large base
charts in class with the hands on
materials.
For each of the following object in
your room, choose an appropriate
unit (thumb, hand span, or foot) for
measuring. Estimate each distance
and then measure.
a. The length of a table

Designating
appropriate
units of
measure

b. The height of a door
c. The length of a pencil
d. The width of a hallway

7. Look for and
make use of
structure.

Structure SMP

[I] focus on understanding students'
strategies for whole number addition
and subtraction based on place
value concepts and properties of
operations. [We] watch [a] video of
students explaining strategies,
analyze their thinking, and carry out
[the] strategy on new problems.

Considering
place value,
analyzing and
applying the
structure behind
students’
thinking to new
problems
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Table 4.1 continued
SMP
8. Look for and
express regularity
in repeated
reasoning.

SMP Name
Regularity
SMP

Content Activity Example

Justification

How would you write the base-10
number 13 in base-2? What about
127?
Describe a process to use to change
base-10 numbers to base-2.
Use your process to change the
following base-10 numbers to base2.
i) 8
ii) 135
iii) 56
iv) 17

Describing a
generalizable
process and
applying it new
situations

Below, we report findings on our analysis of the ways in which the participating MTEs are
explicitly and implicitly addressing SMPs in their MCfET courses. We discuss a selection of SMPs
that were least likely to be identified as being addressed by the participants and provide examples
of ways we found these SMPs being implicitly addressed through our analysis of content activities.
This analysis provides opportunities for MTEs to consider multiple ways in which SMPs can be
embedded into their practices as instructors of MCfET courses.
4.4 Findings
4.4.1 Programs and Instructors
The 44 respondents represented 41 universities (and thus teacher education programs,
p=41) across 19 states. Around one-fourth of the programs represented by the respondents
graduated more than 100 students annually in their elementary education certification program,
with another quarter graduating each of 51-100 students, 26-50 students, and 11-25 students,
showing a range of program sizes in our sample.
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The respondents reported a mean requirement of 2.1 MCfET courses, worth a mean of 6.7
total semester credit hours, in the programs in which they teach, with 84% of these MCfET courses
housed in departments of mathematics. Respondents also reported that 91% of the instructors for
the MCfET courses they teach are faculty members, with staff (17%), graduate students (16%),
and adjunct faculty (7%) teaching these courses much less frequently. Of the 82 MCfET courses
described by the respondents, 42 of them tended to be taken by students in their first year of
college, with 51 of them taken by second-year students. Only a collective 18 of these courses were
likely to enroll junior or seniors.
Thirty-nine (89%) of the responding MTEs (n=44) reported having some affiliation with a
department of mathematics, with 28 (72%) of these MTEs belonging solely to a mathematics
department and 11 (28%) affiliated with both mathematics and education. The remaining five
MTEs (11%) lie solely in schools of education.
The participants reported a mean of 10.7 years of experience teaching at the post-secondary
level. Thirty-three (75%) of the MTEs reported prior experience as a K-12 teacher, with a mean of
4.5 years of teaching experience. Of these 33 MTEs, ten (30%) have taught at the elementary level,
nineteen (58%) at the middle level, and twenty-five (76%) at the secondary level, with twenty-two
(66%) having taught at more than one of these levels. All but one of the respondents reported
research as being a component of their work. Of the respondents indicating research, 88%
conducted research in the area of mathematics education, with only 7% in mathematics and 5% in
a non-math related field.
4.4.2 Standards for Mathematical Practice in Intended Curriculum for MCfET Courses
The respondents reported that they intentionally addressed one or more SMPs in 74 of the
82 MCfET courses they teach (90%). Table 4.2 displays the number of times each SMP was
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selected as being intentionally addressed in one of these MCfET courses (c=74). Furthermore,
MTEs specified a single most addressed SMP for 54 of their courses. These selections are also
displayed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Indication of Attention to SMPs in MCfET Courses
SMP Name
1. Problem-Solving SMP
2. Reasoning SMP
3. Argumentation SMP
4. Modeling SMP
5. Tools SMP
6. Precision SMP
7. Structure SMP
8. Regularity MP

Intentionally Addressed
(c = 74)
64
63
62
56
62
59
60
54

Most Addressed
(c = 54)
13
3
26
4
3
2
3
0

Note that Regularity, Precision, and Modeling were reportedly addressed in less than 80% of these
courses. This projected what the later coding illuminated in terms of the attention being given to
these SMPs in comparison to the other five SMPs.
Respondents provided information regarding the ways in which SMPs are explicitly
addressed in 69 of the MCfET courses they teach. When asked to select from a list of potential
options (see Q4.20 in Figure 4.2), respondents reported that the majority of their courses (61) offer
PTs the opportunity to experience learning through lessons planned with the SMPs in mind. MTEs
reported that they have PTs read the SMPs, facilitate lessons using the SMPs, and create lesson
plans that reference SMPs in 32, 16, and 5 of their courses, respectively. Respondents described
“other ways” they address the SMPs for nine of their courses, with their open-ended responses
noting, “discussion of how these standards play out in class lessons,” “reflecting on their use in
lessons in class,” and having a “poster of SMPs on [a] wall in [the] classroom.”
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We will now discuss the results of our coding efforts to identify attention given to SMPs
within the examples provided by our respondents. Table 4.3 presents the number of times each
SMP was coded as being addressed within a SMP example (c=39) and a content activity (c=57).
Table 4.3: SMP Attention Identified in SMP Examples and Content Activities
SMP Name
1. Problem-Solving SMP
2. Reasoning SMP
3. Argumentation SMP
4. Modeling SMP
5. Tools SMP
6. Precision SMP
7. Structure SMP
8. Regularity MP

Indicated by SMP Example
(c = 39)
21
4
20
1
5
4
2
0

Indicated by Content Activity
(c = 57)
40
10
13
9
26
8
23
6

Table 4.3 provides insight into the total presence of each SMP considering both explicit and
implicit attention given. Note that the three SMPs with the least total presence, Regularity,
Precision, and Modeling, are the same three identified earlier as being the least intentionally
addressed in MCfET courses (see Table 4.2). Given this consistency, it would seem that MTEs
could benefit from thinking more deeply about how these three SMPs could be attended to, both
explicitly and implicitly, in their MCfET courses.
4.4.3 A Focus on Modeling, Precision, and Regularity
In an effort to inform MTEs, and consequently their practices, we concentrate on
illuminating the SMPs that received the least attention: Modeling, Precision, and Regularity. For
each of these SMPs, we highlight key descriptors of the practice and provide an overview of the
total attention it was given. We will then describe some of the ways in which the SMP was
explicitly addressed in the SMP examples and implicitly addressed in the content activities
provided by the respondents.
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We will be paying special attention to the organic ways these SMPs emerged through
content activities, because instructors of MCfET may argue that there is not enough time in content
courses to explicitly address SMPs. Thus, we will begin by discussing Modeling, as it appeared in
more content activities (9), than Precision (8) or Regularity (6). However, we believe that the
consideration of an assortment of explicit and implicit examples has the potential to help MTEs
think about a variety of ways in which they can and do incorporate these SMPs in their MCfET
courses.
4.4.3.1 Modeling SMP
“Model with mathematics” involves applying mathematics to solve “problems arising in
everyday life, society, and the workplace” (NGA & CCSSO, 2010; see Appendix A for the full
description). Internationally, modeling described by this standard is known as “realistic” or
“applied modelling” (Kaiser & Sriraman, 2006), where students are solving real world problems,
for which an answer may not exist or lie within their scope (Ang, 2001). The Modeling SMP, as
described by CCSSM, includes both this real-world application of modeling and the use of
“mathematical models,” where students can “choose from a variety of tools to create models and
solve problems” (Hernández, Levy, Felton-Koestler, & Zbiek, 2016, p. 341). This includes the use
of physical models to represent mathematical situations using materials such as base-10 blocks.
As noted in Table 4.2, respondents indicated addressing the Modeling SMP in 56 of the 74
courses. However, it was only reported as being the SMP given the most attention in four courses
(c=54). Although we found occurrences of Modeling in nine of the 57 content activities, we only
found one occurrence of it within the 39 SMP examples. We will first discuss this lone example
of explicit attention and then share two examples of implicit attention given in content activities
involving mathematical models.
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4.4.3.1.1 Explicit Attention
The single respondent who indicated explicit attention to Modeling in an SMP example
stated, “Students use motion detectors to create distance/time graphs and then develop numerical,
algebraic, and verbal representations.” Modeling is addressed by using the motion detectors to
provide a contextual model for the mathematics being explored.
4.4.3.1.2 Implicit Attention
Of the nine implicit examples of attention given to Modeling in content activities, some
added a context to what would have otherwise been a discussion of a procedure, while others
worked to develop the meaning of a mathematical concept within a contextual situation where PTs
considered various mathematical models. We will share two examples in detail below:
Example 1. The first example explored the “take-away” meaning of subtraction for a
problem involving M&Ms by asking students to represent the situation with Unifix cubes. Figure
4.4 shows the outline of the activity, as it is presented to the students. However, students are also
told by the instructor to consider the following context: “James had 37 M&Ms. Then he gave 19
to his best friend Rocky. How many M&Ms does James have now?”

Figure 4.4: Content activity example 1 modeling subtraction
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PTs are instructed to use cubes to represent each of the subtraction problems. This activity was
followed up with a whole group discussion with the goal of having PTs explicate a variety of
subtraction strategies, including counting up, taking away, and estimating, as resulting from their
various representations.
Adding a context and physical model such as this brings in the Modeling SMP at its most
basic form. Instead of solely being asked to consider abstract amounts and how they are being
acted upon by the operation of subtraction, students are able to conceptualize the quantities in these
problems as pieces of candy and visualize the action of subtraction as the “taking away” of a subset
of candy (represented by Unifix cubes).
Example 2. A second activity provided PTs with a story problem involving finding the
amount of flour needed to bake a fraction of a batch of cookies. Figure 4.5 shows how this problem
was presented to students and how they were asked to identify the problem “type,” write an
accompanying number sentence, and draw a picture to model the situation.

Figure 4.5: Content activity example 2 modeling division of fractions
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The activity continued with 10 more questions like the one above asking about Jerry and his baking
of cookies. These were then followed by three procedural questions involving the traditional
algorithm for dividing by a fraction without context.
4.4.3.2 Precision
“Attend to precision” includes having students “communicate precisely to others. They try
to use clear definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning.” This includes stating
the meaning of any symbol usage, specifying units of measure, explicitly using definitions, and
relating computations back to the problem context (NGA & CCSSO, 2010; see Appendix A for
the full description). MTEs can afford PTs opportunities to learn how to clearly and effectively
communicate mathematics in ways that will be beneficial to the learning of their future students.
As noted in Table 4.2, respondents indicated addressing the Precision SMP in 59 of the 74
courses, but it was only reported as being the SMP given the most attention in two courses (c =
54). We only found four occurrences of Precision within the 39 SMP examples, which we will
briefly discuss below. We did, however, find eight instances of Precision being addressed in
content activities. We will give a quick overview of these eight and share two examples in detail.
4.4.3.2.1 Explicit Attention
Of the four instances of Precision found in the SMP examples, one focused on
communicating though language, with the MTE stating, “We work a lot on ‘Attend to precision’
particularly in terms of language. Mathematical language is quite specific, so we talk about the
connections with and differences from everyday English (or Spanish) and mathematical academic
language.” A second example focused on having PTs explain the concepts underlying an
algorithm: “Students are expected to describe the long division algorithm in terms of thinking
about the place values of the numbers, using the two meanings of division, and explain each step
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within a division context.” The remaining two examples focused on PTs’ careful and precise use
of definitions, categorizing two-dimensional shapes by refining “student created definitions of
triangle” and stressing “the inclusive definitions of rhombi and trapezoids.”
4.4.3.2.2 Implicit Attention
The eight activities that addressed Precision did so through examining place value, labeling
computational strategies involving whole numbers, finding perimeter options for a polygon with a
determined area, classifying quadrilaterals, specifying units of measurement, and performing
calculations (e.g., finding the mean of a set of data or the cost for recipe ingredients at a “grocery
store”).
Example 3. One written description referred to polygon classification with:
In our lesson about classifying quadrilaterals, students work in groups to classify paper
shapes based on one property at a time, then multiple properties that are the defining
characteristics of named quadrilaterals. From there we describe the hierarchical
membership of quadrilaterals in their named groups: parallelograms, trapezoids, rhombi,
kites, rectangles, and squares.
Considering one property at a time can help PTs filter quadrilateral characteristics and relate the
shapes to one another before culminating with the hierarchical arrangement. This focus on
clarifying vocabulary terms and definitions represented the Precision SMP.
Example 4. Another content activity example addressing Precision involved PTs
considering error in measurement. PTs are asked to reflect on ways in which error plays a part in
measurement, as seen in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Content activity example 4 measurement error
This measurement activity embodies Precision as PTs reflected on how the ways in which error
introduces itself and might be reduced. After reflection, PTs used a balancing scale to measure
items and describe their process (e.g., zeroing the tool, achieving balance on the tool) to their peers.
The instructor also focused on precise communication of the use of the tool and analyzing the
accuracy of the measurements obtained.
4.4.3.3. Regularity
“Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning” includes finding general methods
and shortcuts (NGA & CCSSO, 2010; see Appendix A for the full description). Shortcuts may
seem procedural in nature, but the ability to discover shortcuts and conceptualize them in a way
that connects to a generalizable procedure is a valuable part of doing mathematics.
As noted in Table 4.2, respondents indicated addressing the Regularity SMP in only 54 of
the 74 courses. And, not only was it never reported as being the SMP given the most attention to,
we did not find a single explicit occurrence of Regularity within the 39 SMP examples. We did,
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however, find Regularity addressed implicitly in six content activities. To illuminate contrasting
ways in which MTEs integrated Regularity into their content activities, we provide a brief
overview of the six activities and detail two below.
4.4.3.3.1 Implicit Attention
Of the six content activities, three variations of attention to Regularity emerged. Three
activities involved creating functions to generalize patterns of growth (presented concretely or in
table form), while two activities involved developing formulas for generalizing measurement
calculations (e.g., area and perimeter). Lastly, one explored the structure of our base 10 system by
finding generalizable processes for converting numbers between bases (such as base 10 to base 2).
Example 5. In one such activity, PTs were asked to extend their knowledge of whole
number operations as a way to make sense of operations with rational numbers:
Class work and tasks are used to illuminate the meaning of the operations with whole
numbers, and then students are asked to use the meaning of the operations to develop the
rules for operating with rational numbers. No rules are given or allowed until the students
can show what the computational answers should be with manipulative materials and
discuss the patterns that develop as they explore different results... which lead[s] them to
generating their "rule" for computing with rational numbers.
This approach to developing procedural methods for a new situation by generalizing conceptual
understanding of such procedures in simpler cases was a prime example of how Regularity can be
exposed in the content of MCfET courses.
Example 6. Another way of addressing Regularity was by having PTs generalize the
repeated reasoning behind a visually growing pattern of geometric shapes:
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For patterns, we ask students to write number sentences of how they counted each of the
figures building on their same method of counting. For example, if they are counting the
number of blocks in each row, then continue making number sentences based on the
number of blocks in each row. If they are counting a large growing square first, and then
adding on a linear pattern somewhere else, they should describe that, make a number
sentence based on that pattern, and then continue counting and making number sentences
in that way. It helps them to be able to generalize the pattern even if it is quadratic.
This example allowed PTs the opportunity to use variables to symbolically represent a situation
where the underlying structure is repeatedly changing in a predictable manner. In doing so, they
were able to provide concrete and visual context to the similarities and differences between linear
and quadratic growth.
4.5 Discussion
The results of this study provide evidence of SMPs being addressed in MCfET courses but
suggest that additional attention could be given to developing the SMPs of Modeling, Precision,
and Regularity. Therefore, we now provide insights about each of those SMPs, as gained from the
activities provided by respondents.
4.5.1 Modeling
Succinctly, context matters and thus needs to considered by MTEs and PTs throughout
their MCfET courses. Although this may sound time-consuming, Example 1 (see Figure 4.4)
provided evidence that adding contexts and physical models to otherwise procedural problems can
be quick and easy, as we saw how the idea of M&Ms and the use of Unifix cubes provided a fairly
effortless context and way to visualize the mathematics embedded in the subtraction problems.
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We would like to note that both of the examples we discussed involved the context of food
(this is representative of the fact that the vast majority of all contexts discussed by respondents
involved food). Although food is one valid context in which mathematics occurs in real life, we
encourage MTEs to consider a broader range of contexts involving measurement. Modeling
provides opportunities for MTEs to highlight important connections between mathematics and
other content areas, such as science, history, and social studies. If PTs are to be able to make such
connections with their future students, it is important that they are exposed to a variety of examples
of how this can happen. Modeling can also offer PTs a chance to work with less familiar units,
such as kilometers or milliliters, which will be helpful for their future practices, as they will be
expected to teach a variety of units of measurement.
We would also like to encourage MTEs to consider the value in affording PTs opportunities
to create their own contexts as they engage with mathematics. For example, with the recipe context
for exploring division of fractions, PTs could be asked to bring a favorite recipe to class and create
story problems that involve non-whole-number divisors. Not only does problem-posing give
students autonomy, it also gives them authority and permission to become the “designer of the
questions” (instead of always being the “answerer”), placing them in a role often held by teachers.
Furthermore, allowing students to write story problems can be a powerful way to uncover
misconceptions, as seen in Sharp and Welder (2014).
Lastly, we note that none of the content activities that we received truly embodied the reallife application of modeling where students are asked to address a complex, multifaceted context
that involves multiple mathematical concepts and may have multiple solutions. This aspect of
modeling has been shown to be effective in the mathematical learning of children (e.g., Carlson,
Wickstrom, Burroughs, & Fulton, 2016). Again, if it is a goal for PTs to use modeling in this way
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in their classrooms, they will need opportunities to experience this type of learning in their MCfET
courses.
4.5.2 Precision
Noted by respondents, being precise with the use of mathematical language and symbolism
supports PTs’ development of mathematical concepts. The activities (i.e., Examples 3 & 4)
provided a sense of how MTEs focus on language with geometry and measurement content. We
note the ease at which these content areas naturally lend themselves to aspects of Precision.
There are likely other content areas where MTEs attended to precision, and we would like
to encourage them to further consider those options in their practices. For example, the
development of fraction concepts and operations requires careful attention to language and
symbolism, yet MTEs did not specifically highlight Precision in their work with PTs in regards to
fractions. Connecting the SMPs to a variety of mathematical content will support PTs in building
a broad conceptualization of what the development and application of SMPs can look like in
practice, giving PTs a sense of how they might support their future students in building
mathematical knowledge through SMPs.
4.5.3 Regularity
Writing equations and functions to generalize structure and repetition in mathematical
situations helps PTs (and their future students) understand the underlying concepts embedded in
such generalizations. This aspect of Regularity can be particularly useful in finding meaningful
ways to bridge the gap between arithmetic and algebra.
We note that every content activity that was coded as including Regularity was also coded
as developing or addressing the Structure SMP. While this relationship was not a reciprocal one,
it seems that Structure may be a foundational part of Regularity. Examining repeated reasoning in
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mathematical computations may help learners develop their own reasoning strategies for making
calculations shorter or easier to handle. Eventually, the structure behind these procedures can be
used to make sense of traditional algorithms.
4.6 Conclusion
To be able to foster mathematical practices with young children, it is important to afford
PTs ample opportunities in their preparation to develop their understanding of these practices and
see how they can be meaningfully embedded into the learning of mathematical content. Through
this investigation, we were able to gain insight into the ways in which MTEs are integrating the
CCSSM SMPs in their MCfET courses, both explicitly and implicitly. Although we were
encouraged to see the variety of opportunities PTs have to engage with the SMPs, we note that
three of the eight SMPs, Modeling, Precision, and Regularity, were much less evident than the
remaining five (i.e., Problem-Solving, Reasoning, Argumentation, Tools, and Structure). By
sharing examples of how MTEs have been able to approach these seemingly less-naturally-arising
practices, MTEs are encouraged to consider the ways in which they can embed them into their
MCfET courses.
Furthermore, we think that PTs will find value when MTEs are intentional and overt about
their use of SMPs in their MCfET courses. We believe that clear connections will help PTs
operationalize the SMPs and assist them in conceptualizing ways in which they might be able to
address them in their future practices. Thus, another goal of our work is to help MTEs identify
ways in which they already attend to SMPs, perhaps in ways of which they are not conscientiously
aware, so they can find ways to explicitly connect such occurrences to the SMP language for PTs.
We note that the findings of this work were based on MTEs’ intended activities for their
MCfET courses and hypothesize that more, and potentially more explicit, attention to the SMPs
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might be identified through observing such activities being enacted with PTs. Additional research
in this direction could support MTEs in finding ways to foster PTs’ working understanding of the
SMPs and the valuable role each plays in the learning of mathematics. By helping PTs become
more aware of how they are meaningfully engaging in SMPs while developing their own
mathematical knowledge, MTEs may be able to better prepare elementary teachers for engaging
their future students in such practices.
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CHAPTER 5: MESSAGES COMMUNICATED THROUGH
MATHEMATICS CONTENT FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS COURSE
SYLLABI: A FOCUS ON MATHEMATICAL DISPOSITION AND
COLLABORATION

MANUSCRIPT TO JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS TEACHER EDUCATION
Brooke Max, Purdue University
5.1 Introduction
An ongoing conversation in the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers involves
the ways in which prospective elementary teachers (PTs) engage with mathematics in their
preparation programs. Many professional organizations have provided recommendations for PTs
to engage in mathematics coursework designed for teachers (e.g., Association of Mathematics
Teacher Educators [AMTE], 2017; Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences [CBMS], 2001,
2012), including recommendations for coursework that investigates elementary and advanced
mathematics and connects the two from a teacher’s perspective (e.g., Ma, 1999; Ferrini-Mundy,
2000). In this paper, courses that afford such opportunities are named Mathematics Content for
Elementary Teachers (MCfET) courses and are presumed to have a greater focus on mathematics
content than pedagogy. Because instructors of MCfET courses prepare PTs in the area of
mathematics, they are considered and referred to as mathematics teacher educators (MTEs) in this
paper.
MCfET courses are often required as a part of PTs’ preparation programs (Masingila,
Olanoff, & Kwaka, 2012), and researchers have previously reported on the teaching of MCfET
courses (e.g., Masingila et al., 2012), instructors’ knowledge of professional organizations and
their recommendations (e.g., McCrory, Francis, & Young, 2008), and the mathematical content in
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MCfET courses as presented in the syllabi and textbooks (e.g., Greenberg & Walsh, 2008). Syllabi
analyses in the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers have investigated mathematics
methods courses (e.g., Taylor & Ronau, 2006). To build on previous work investigating MCfET
courses, I explored course syllabi to unpack how the nature of these courses is communicated
through the syllabi. Because syllabi serve a valuable role in communicating implicit and explicit
messages to PTs, I investigated the syllabi by answering these questions: “In what ways do the
syllabi of MCfET courses communicate to PTs about mathematical disposition? What do the
syllabi indicate is the role of mathematical collaboration in MCfET courses?” Knowing more about
the nature of these courses as represented in syllabi can inform MTEs on current practices related
to the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers and help them consider the messages
communicated to PTs in their own syllabi.
5.2 Engaging with Mathematics: Recommendations and Research
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) identified K–12 student
collaboration in understanding mathematical concepts as a part of productive beliefs about
teaching and learning mathematics (2014). Recommendations for opportunities to collaborate
extended to the post-secondary classroom for PTs in MCfET courses (AMTE, 2017). Engaging
with mathematics collaboratively in preparation programs affords PTs opportunities to experience
mathematics in ways they are expected to use to facilitate mathematics learning in their future
practices.
In Adding It Up: Helping Children Learn Mathematics, the National Research Council
(NRC, 2001) described mathematical proficiency, or “what we believe is necessary for anyone to
learn mathematics successfully” (p. 116). The authors geared this book toward children’s learning
of mathematics, but the definition of mathematical proficiency applied to all people—including
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PTs. Five intertwined “strands” encompassed the ideas of mathematical proficiency: conceptual
understanding, procedural fluency, strategic competence, adaptive reasoning, and productive
disposition. These strands emphasized various aspects of developing mathematical abilities and
beliefs, with the first four strands addressing mathematical skills and abilities. The first two strands
of conceptual understanding and procedural fluency have been at the forefront of
recommendations and practices for decades (e.g., NCTM, 1980, 2000). The next two strands,
strategic competence and adaptive reasoning, included problem-solving and reasoning with
argumentation (NRC, 2001) and have entered the national conversation of the teaching and
learning of K–12 mathematics (e.g., Principles and Standards of School Mathematics, NCTM,
2000; Common Core State Standards of Mathematics, National Governor’s Association Center for
Best Practices and the Council of Chief State School Officers [NGA & CCSSO], 2010).
The fifth strand, productive disposition, addressed students’ beliefs about mathematics and
their own abilities. Mathematical skills and abilities alone may not afford PTs or K–12 students
the ability to see mathematics as something worthwhile and attainable by all. This strand
completed the holistic view of mathematics by incorporating beliefs in addition to the other four
strands that involve concepts, procedures, and practices. However, productive disposition was
noted as a part of mathematical proficiency often lacking in PTs because of unproductive
mathematical experiences and beliefs (AMTE, 2017). While the intertwining of the strands makes
it challenging to isolate any one strand (NRC, 2001), knowing more about individual strands can
inform the others. In part because of its attention to aspects other than mathematical concepts and
skills, I decided to further investigate productive disposition and the role of collaboration in the
mathematics classroom.
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5.2.1 Productive Mathematical Disposition
In mathematics education, productive disposition has been identified as a component of
mathematics teaching and learning (AMTE, 2017; Boaler, 2016; NCTM, 2014; NRC, 2001).
Drawing from definitions of and studies related to productive disposition, mathematical
disposition, and productive mathematical disposition in the mathematics education literature, I
conceptualized the term “mathematical disposition.” I outline those definitions and studies before
formally describing my operationalization of mathematical disposition.
NCTM described disposition as “a tendency to think and act in positive ways” (1989, p.
233), and, mathematically, students’ dispositions are revealed in the ways they approach tasks and
self-reflect. NRC defined productive disposition as a “habitual inclination to see mathematics as
sensible, useful, and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy” (2001,
p. 5), highlighting the view that mathematics is a sense-making activity that students are able to
do. NCTM also declared that productive beliefs for teachers to hold about mathematics are (a) that
“all students are capable of participating and achieving in mathematics” (2014, p. 63) and (b) that
“mathematics ability is a function of opportunity, experience and effort—not of innate
intelligence” (p. 63). Collectively, these statements were supported in AMTE’s Standards for
Preparing Teachers of Mathematics (SPTM; 2017), as the authors asserted that well-prepared
beginning teachers of mathematics exhibit “productive mathematical disposition,” or that
“teachers of mathematics expect mathematics to be sensible, useful, and worthwhile for
themselves and others, and they believe that all people are capable of thinking mathematically” (p.
9). SPTM authors also stressed the role played by teacher preparation programs in developing PTs’
productive mathematical dispositions, as programs “represent mathematics as a useful,
challenging, and interesting discipline” (p. 33).
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Boaler (2016) presented empirical studies that suggested that human brains are
mathematically malleable as she described a growth mindset in mathematics. A growth mindset
was founded on the premise that anyone can learn mathematics, like the assertions of AMTE,
NCTM, and NRC regarding productive dispositions and beliefs. Boaler also described strategies
that promoted a growth mindset in mathematics. For example, she adapted an activity from
Driscoll, DiMatteo, Nikula, and Egan (2007) titled “paper folding” in which students work in pairs
to construct a shape with given characteristics (e.g., a square with exactly ¼ the area of the original
square). Students then justified to their partners that their shape met the required characteristics.
This activity implied that all participants were able to do the mathematics and evaluate the
mathematical correctness of others’ work, ultimately giving them mathematical authority. They
were afforded the opportunity to make sense of the problem and believe in themselves to reason
mathematically. All of these characteristics are part of mathematical disposition.
Having a productive mathematical disposition allows PTs to see mathematics as more than
a performance opportunity. Nolan and Dwyer (2002) discussed the focus of Canadian mathematics
teachers and learners on performance goals instead of learning goals and questioned what it is that
students are getting when they “get it”: a concept, or simply a procedure? Their survey of 27 PTs’
mathematics experiences led them to challenge MTEs to reflect on ways in which they can support
PTs to focus on learning goals for themselves and, in turn, their future students. Nolan and Dwyer
highlighted that students “often embrace the view that you either get [mathematics] or you don’t;
that you are either good at it or you are not, as if mathematical ability is innate” (p. 5). This mindset
lacks the understanding that mathematics is attainable by all, which professional organizations
(e.g., AMTE, 2017; NCTM, 2014) and Boaler (2016) have suggested and I include as part of
mathematical disposition.
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Bibby (2002) noted that mathematics evoked feelings of “shame” in practicing elementary
teachers in the United Kingdom as they felt pressure to get to the correct answer with an efficient
and elegant strategy. She also noted that these feelings of shame emerged in teachers when
mathematics was experienced as a procedural or algorithmic activity, which aligns with Nolan and
Dwyer’s (2002) description of a performance goals approach to learning mathematics. Bibby
(2002) highlighted two beliefs held by some PTs as sources of shame: that mathematics is a
“private affair,” and that the correct answer is the ultimate goal. Communicating about
mathematics as more than a performance opportunity can help teachers, PTs, and students foster a
relationship with mathematics and develop their mathematical dispositions.
Beattie (2002) and Black, Harrison, Lee, Marshall, and William (2004) referred to PTs and
students taking ownership of their own learning as a productive practice, respectively. Beattie
reflected on her journals written during her time as a teacher educator and realized that affording
PTs opportunities to “develop the abilities to understand and value others’ ways of knowing and
the capacities to work collaboratively with colleagues” supported PTs in developing their practice
(2002, p. 27). Black and colleagues’ work with 24 teachers suggested that peer assessment and
self-assessment were examples of ways in which teachers can help students take ownership of their
own learning. Teachers noticed that students were more likely to ask clarifying questions of peers
than of the formal teachers, building their own understanding. The teachers were then free to
facilitate learning, and students were engaged with one another.
The conceptualization of mathematical disposition I used in this study incorporated these
recommendations and research findings. In developing their mathematical disposition, PTs would
benefit from seeing mathematics as a useful sense-making activity in which all are able to develop
personal understanding and become active learners who take ownership and responsibility for their
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own learning. Knowing more about the ways messages about mathematical disposition are
communicated to PTs in syllabi offers MTEs an opportunity to analyze their own syllabi in search
of the ways in which they define mathematical disposition for PTs.
5.2.2 Collaboration in the Mathematics Classroom
Researchers have asserted that intellectual development evolves from the social to the
individual context (e.g., Confrey, 1995; Wertsch, 1985) and that social interaction affords students
opportunities to increase their learning potential (Vygotsky, 1978). Piaget (1964) acknowledged
peer interaction as part of the learning process, where students construct mental models in social
settings and challenge existing schema. Vygotsky (1979) agreed with this notion that social
interaction is central to the learning process; in fact, he theorized that “the social dimension in
consciousness is primary in time and fact. The individual dimension is derivative and secondary”
(p. 30).
NCTM (2014) highlighted the necessity for social interaction through collaboration in a
mathematics classroom, stating that “an excellent mathematics program requires effective teaching
that engages students in meaningful learning through individual and collaborative experiences that
promote their ability to make sense of mathematical ideas and reason mathematically” (p. 5).
Researchers have suggested that collaboration in mathematics leads to learning opportunities
beyond those of traditional instruction, allowing students to consider multiple perspectives rather
than only that of the teacher (e.g., Confrey, 1995). To become well-prepared beginning teachers
of mathematics and envision a classroom where students construct meaning together (AMTE,
2017), PTs may need opportunities to engage in collaborative practices in their preparation
programs.
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Engaging with mathematical content through collaboration has been a practice in which
MTEs have empirically found value. Harkness, D’ambrosio, and Morrone (2006) reported that the
majority of PTs in a problem-based course stated that collaboration was productive in helping them
learn mathematical content. PTs increased in confidence when working together and explaining
ideas to one another. In another study with similar findings, PTs themselves identified group
work—or collaboration—as an effective pedagogical practice used in mathematics content
coursework designed for a general audience (Hart & Swars, 2009). Black and colleagues (2004),
as mentioned earlier, reported that collaboration in the form of peer assessment was a skill that
teachers found productive because students were more likely to question or interrupt one another
for clarification than they were to interrupt the teacher. Opportunities to collaborate allowed
students to become more aware of their own learning, thereby developing their mathematical
disposition through collaboration.
5.2.3 Prior Research on Mathematics Content for Elementary Teachers Courses
Researchers exploring MCfET courses investigated various aspects of the mathematical
preparation of elementary teachers. Masingila and colleagues (2012) studied who taught MCfET
courses and the program requirements for PTs, finding that the majority of responding institutions
did not require nine semester hours studying fundamental ideas of elementary school mathematics,
which was recommended at that time in The Mathematical Education of Teachers (CBMS, 2001).
(In 2012, CBMS recommendations for MCfET courses increased to 12 semester hours.) Masingila
and colleagues (2012) reported that 84% of the MCfET courses offered by institutions were in the
mathematics department and only 4% were offered in both the mathematics and education
departments. The majority of the institutions required PTs to take either two or three semesterlong MCfET courses taught through a combination of lecture and activities. The use of activities
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suggested possible collaboration in the courses, but this question was not further explored in their
study. Masingila and colleagues also reported that there was limited formal support or “training”
(e.g., informal support, workshops, annual meetings) from institutions for MTEs teaching MCfET
courses. McCrory and colleagues (2008) surveyed MCfET course instructors, focusing on the
content and resources accessed by MTEs. The researchers reported that the majority of the MTEs
were familiar with NCTM (2000) standards but much less familiar with other recommendations,
like the aforementioned five strands of mathematical proficiency (NRC, 2001).
The MTEs in McCrory and colleagues’ (2008) work identified using textbooks to organize
the majority of the class time in MCfET classes. McCrory (2006) reported on an analysis of
MCfET textbooks, finding variation in textbook structure. While previous researchers indicated
that the textbook is a resource typically used by instructors of MCfET courses to organize class
time, McCrory noted that an entire textbook is not necessarily used in a course because many
textbooks include more topics than can be adequately “covered” in a few semesters. According to
McCrory, this required MTEs to choose topics, activities, and problems to address in the course.
In this study, I build upon the work of Masingila and colleagues (2012) and McCrory and
colleagues (2006, 2008) through investigating the intended curriculum tailored to MCfET courses
after MTEs have decided which topics, activities, and problems to include.
5.2.4 Syllabi as Intended Curriculum
Curriculum, whether “for ends or means” of education (Posner, 2004) can include (a)
content, standards, or objectives (i.e., “ends”) or (b) planned instructional strategies (i.e., “means”).
Curriculum has been operationalized to include syllabi by researchers (Gorski, 2009; Posner, 2004;
Stein, Remillard, & Smith, 2007); More specifically, researchers have often identified syllabi as
intended curriculum (Billett, 2006; DeLuca & Bellara, 2013). In this study, I drew on Stein and
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colleagues’ (2007) operationalization of intended curriculum as “the teachers’ plans for
instruction.” Similar to DeLuca and Bellara (2013), I assert that syllabi communicate intentionality
to address various components in the course. These components could include but are not limited
to course objectives, course outline, and course evaluation (Hess & Whittington, 2003).
MTEs communicate to PTs via syllabi prior to meeting them and as a course continues.
Syllabi often provide an overview of the entire course and serve as an agreement between students
and institutions about courses’ purposes and directions (Lowther, Stark, & Martens, 1989). Bers,
Davis, and Taylor (1996) suggested that syllabi are public documents that generally contain
pertinent course information and communicate characteristics deemed important by the instructor
or department of instruction. Hess and Whittington (2003) recommended including syllabi
components of contact information, course description, objectives, outline, requirements, course
evaluation, grading scale, textbook, and readings in syllabi across disciplines. Through these
components, instructors communicated to the students about the “nature of the course” and foster
a “sense of belonging” (Hess & Whittington, 2003). I recognize that other parts of the teaching
and learning process exist in addition to syllabi (e.g., written curriculum, enacted curriculum).
However, I have chosen to investigate syllabi separately from other types of curricula (e.g.,
standards, textbooks) in order to gain a sense of messages communicated to PTs in the intended
curriculum.
5.2.4.1 Assessment structures
The assessment structure is a syllabi component that communicates important
characteristics of the course, as assessments take various forms, which instructors may reveal in
the syllabi. NCTM (2014) encouraged a broader conceptualization of assessment than exams and
quizzes, all while acknowledging the weight of standardized assessments on teachers. Boaler
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(2016) referred to this as multi-dimensional grading, or assessing in various formats (e.g., selfassessment, student-written exam questions). Researchers have emphasized the need for
instructors to provide feedback to learners in assessments, including exams, and to afford learners
opportunities to demonstrate improvement in their learning after receiving feedback (Black &
William, 1998; Boaler, 2016).
Researchers have identified peer assessment, self-assessment, and the formative use of
summative exams as ways to promote a shared responsibility of learning between students and
their teachers (Black et al., 2004; Boaler, 2016). Having learners assess and reflect upon their own
progress toward learning goals helped them take responsibility for their own learning (Black et al.,
2004), which is also part of developing mathematical disposition.
5.2.5 Syllabi Analyses in Teacher Education
There are three prior syllabi analyses in teacher education research that informed this study.
Gorski (2009), in a syllabi analysis of multicultural teacher education courses, defined “official
curriculum” as the course description, goals, objectives, and other contextual or descriptive text.
His goal was to analyze the theories and philosophies “underlying” multicultural teacher education
course designs. After classifying the syllabi with key words and phrases, Gorski followed Strauss’s
(1987) guidelines for open coding to identify more “subtle intricacies.” Those guidelines were: (1)
ask the data a set of questions, (2) analyze the data minutely, (3) frequently interrupt the coding to
write a theoretical memo, and (4) never assume the analytic relevance of any traditional variable
until the data show it to be relevant (Strauss, 1987). This systematic approach to the analysis
limited bias by allowing the data to show the relevance of variables. Gorski found that the syllabi
indicated intent to prepare PTs with pragmatic skills and personal awareness, which were
objectives of multicultural teacher education coursework. His findings led to recommendations for
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designing syllabi with common principles so that syllabi have common structure across
universities.
Greenberg and Walsh (2008) evaluated the mathematics content of elementary teacher
preparation programs. Their evaluation was based on an analysis of written and intended
curriculum, including course syllabi, program requirements, and textbooks. Greenberg and Walsh
suggested that the majority of teacher preparation programs were insufficient in breadth and depth
of mathematical topics, as described in the content recommendations set forth by The
Mathematical Education of Teachers (CBMS, 2001). The authors further asserted that the
textbooks designed for MCfET courses were generally insufficient in mathematics content,
particularly algebra. In addition, they found that institutional support for MTEs teaching MCfET
courses was limited, a finding that was reiterated by Masingila and colleagues (2012).
Taylor and Ronau (2006) analyzed syllabi for mathematics methods courses in teacher
preparation programs designed for various grade bands (e.g., K–6, 7–12). The concentration of
their study was in two syllabi components: common graded elements and common
goals/objectives. They reported that graded elements of participation, tests/quizzes, lessons/lesson
planning, reading/critiques, and reflections/journals were common to the majority of the syllabi.
Tests/quizzes and “lessons and lesson planning” made up nearly half of the course grade for
students, being distributed almost evenly (21% and 24%, respectively). For goals and objectives,
almost all (98%) of the syllabi stated goals of addressing pedagogical content knowledge, where
only 36% referenced disposition. These results suggested that MTEs have underlying goals
“woven” throughout a course in the syllabus that are never directly stated; however, their report
did not investigate these underlying goals. Taylor and Ronau encouraged a shared knowledge base
and open discussion of the construction of syllabi and contents within them.
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The research exploring MCfET courses has identified who teaches the courses, the
background of these instructors, and the mathematical content of textbooks designed for these
courses. In this study, I build upon Taylor and Ronau’s (2006) work by investigating MCfET
courses, which tend to occur earlier in the PTs’ preparation programs, and Greenberg and Walsh’s
(2008) work by investigating the messages communicated throughout MCfET course syllabi. I
analyzed the syllabi to answer these questions: “In what ways do the syllabi of MCfET courses
communicate to PTs about mathematical disposition? What do the syllabi indicate is the role of
mathematical collaboration in MCfET courses?”
5.3 Methods
I drew from a larger mixed-methods study focused on the mathematical preparation of
elementary teachers in which I surveyed MTEs in the United States about mathematics teacher
education program requirements, instructor backgrounds, and MCfET course details. Respondents
described resources, content activities, and standards addressed, in addition to uploading syllabi
and/or other course documents. I used purposive snowball sampling (Devlin, 2018) in an attempt
to reach all MTEs involved in the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers. This included
sending the online questionnaire to email lists of the AMTE and their affiliates; using listservs for
Jerry Becker (Southern Illinois University) and the Service, Teaching, and Research (STaR)
fellows; and posting to a Facebook page of the American Educational Research Association. One
hundred twenty MTEs completed the survey, describing self-identified MCfET courses, methods
courses, general mathematics courses, and courses that equally combined content and pedagogy.
Of those 120 MTEs, 44 MTEs described 82 MCfET courses. The survey presented, but did not
require, a response to, the following prompt: “If possible, please upload a syllabus and any other
documents related to this course (e.g., course calendar, assignment list, topic list).” Twenty-four
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MTEs uploaded course syllabi for 37 MCfET courses. To ensure a complete set of data, I
individually contacted MTEs for more information when the items in the syllabus were missing or
vague. For example, one MTE uploaded a list of topics and not a syllabus. Because she indicated
permission to be contacted, I requested and received a syllabus from her.
5.3.1 Analysis
I analyzed the syllabi using a six-step process. First, to gain a sense of the data, I read each
syllabus and noted curricular components identified by Posner (2004) and Gorski (2009): course
description, goals, learning objectives, topic list, assessments, and assignments. Second, I read
each syllabus again and wrote reflections of my initial impressions. This included noting, among
other elements, the mathematical focus, course or learning goals, expectations of PTs, and class
structure. For example, one syllabus reflection included a description of expectations that PTs will
persist, find alternate solutions, communicate, and respond to and connect mathematical work.
I then read the collection of reflections and generated a memo of emerging themes, as
suggested by Strauss (1987), to allow the data to show relevance of the themes. During this
process, I was most intrigued in the language used to highlight collaboration, participation, and
attendance that I noted in many syllabi. The reflections and memos allowed me to access the
“subtle intricacies” communicated in the syllabi referenced by Gorski (2009). In my reflections
and memos, I considered the perspective of both the MTE writing the syllabus and the PTs reading
the syllabus. From this process, three components and two themes emerged because of their
consistency or variety across syllabi.
The components were traditional syllabus elements that could be quantified: assessment
structure (e.g., homework, exams, projects), topics addressed, and attendance policies. Of these
three components, the assessment structure provided the most insight into the courses by often
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providing percentages of the course grade assigned to each assessment and, at times, descriptions
of assessments. The topics addressed gave a broad view of course content without the depth to
which the content was to be addressed. Because I was searching for “subtle intricacies” that topics
alone would not expose, I chose not to analyze the topics further. Upon further reflection of the
attendance policy statements, I noticed university policy influence. For example, outside influence
was clear with “When a student has been absent three times, the Freshman Programming Office
or Advisor will be notified.” My intent was to study messages communicated about mathematics,
and the statements did not provide enough insight about those messages, so I did not investigate
those further. The two themes depicted the purpose of the courses and expectations the PTs could
have for the course. Specifically, these themes were attention to collaboration in the classroom and
connections to the practice of teaching. I also identified these components and themes because of
their inclusion across syllabi.
The third step of my analysis was to utilize protocol coding (Saldaña, 2016), in which I
used the assessment structure and the themes of collaboration and connections to teaching as lenses
to systematically analyze the syllabi. First, I detailed the assessment structure and breakdown of
the course grade from each assessment in search of collaborative opportunities. For example, one
syllabus indicated that 60% of the course grade was based on exams, with an additional 25% on a
cumulative final exam and 15% on homework assignments. I then examined each syllabus, noting
statements addressing collaboration of any kind (i.e., general, mathematical) and connections to
the practice of teaching.
Fourth, I revisited literature investigating mathematical collaboration, finding some of the
aforementioned studies (e.g., Harkness et al., 2006), and I further explored literature describing
the five strands of mathematical proficiency: procedural fluency, conceptual understanding,
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strategic competence, adaptive reasoning, and productive disposition (NRC, 2001). I created a
summary for each of the strands that included brief and detailed descriptions. The fifth step was
then using my summary sheet to identify statements in the syllabi that addressed each of the five
strands of mathematical proficiency.
Sixth, after reflecting on statements identified in steps three and five addressing
collaboration, connections to the practice of teaching, and the five strands of mathematical
proficiency, I narrowed my focus to the lenses of mathematical disposition, the role of
collaboration in the mathematics classroom, and the assessment structure and/or assessment
purpose. I chose these areas because of their interconnectedness; mathematical disposition
includes making sense of mathematics, which has been encouraged to happen collaboratively in
recommendations and standards (e.g., NCTM, 1980, 2000, 2014). I chose to include the
assessment structure in an attempt to gain insight into the role of collaboration in course
assessments, and I specifically analyzed the assessment structure as it related to mathematical
disposition and collaboration.
In addition to being interconnected, these themes also provoked further investigation
because of the variety of attention the themes received across the syllabi. In this step, I sorted the
syllabi statements by their theme. For example, the statement “[an] important goal of the course is
to promote the development of the belief that mathematics is a sense-making activity and that
learning mathematics involves figuring out how to solve problems in personally meaningful ways”
presented mathematics as a sense-making activity. Similarly, I categorized statements indicating
collaboration in the MCfET classroom by two themes: general and mathematical. The general
collaboration statements were not discipline-specific, and the mathematical collaboration
statements highlighted the mathematical activities and experiences in the classroom. For example,
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the following statement was classified as mathematical collaboration: “Class activities will involve
engaging in mathematical discussions with peers, explaining one's mathematical thinking,
questioning, and challenging the mathematical thinking of others.” The language of “mathematical
thinking” prompted this statement to be coded as mathematical collaboration.
5.3.2 Syllabi, Instructor, and Program Description
I collected 37 syllabi from 35 unique courses; two MTEs at the same institution provided
syllabi for the same two courses, and these syllabi contained common components and identical
statements about goals, philosophy, objectives, assessments, and more. Thus, I included these
syllabi in the data set only once. Thirty-one (89%) of the 35 syllabi were identified as the first or
second course in a sequence of MCfET courses. The mean page length was 5.6 pages (median five
pages). Of the 24 MTEs who submitted syllabi, 11 provided syllabi for two separate courses.
Hence, I consider my sample size of syllabi to be 35 (n = 35) from 24 MTEs (n = 24).
5.3.2.1 Instructors
The 24 instructors who provided syllabi for MCfET courses spanned 14 states at 23
institutions with a range of Carnegie classification levels.1 Eleven (48%), eight (35%), and four
(17%) of the institutions were classified as Master’s, Doctoral, and Baccalaureate, respectively.
All respondents held an instructor role involved in MCfET courses, and some MTEs responding
had other responsibilities and experiences, like being an advisor or program coordinator (see Table
5.1).

1

Carnegie classifications of Doctoral institutions are defined as awarding at least 20 research doctorate
degrees per year, Master’s institutions award at least 50 master’s degrees and fewer than 20 research doctorates per
year, and Baccalaureate institutions grant over 50% of their degrees as bachelor’s and fewer than 50 master’s degrees
per year (Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education, 2017).
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Table 5.1: Roles and Teaching Experience of MTEs Providing MCfET Syllabi
Role
Instructor
Advisor
Program Coordinator
K–12 Teacher

% of MTEs
(n = 24)
100
33
25
71

Mean Experience
(in years)
9.2
5.3
7.7
6.2

As seen in Table 5.1, 71% (17 MTEs) reported K–12 teaching experience. Of those 17 MTEs, six
(35%) reported teaching in a K–5 classroom for a mean of 1.3 years; eight (47%) reported teaching
in a middle-grade classroom for a mean of 2.9 years; and 13 (76%) reported teaching in a high
school classroom for a mean of 5.4 years. Seven MTEs had experience in more than one K–12
grade level.
All participants reported affiliation with the mathematics department at their institution,
with five MTEs (21%) also reporting affiliation with the education department. Nineteen (79%) of
the respondents indicated conducting research in mathematics education, with two (8%)
respondents reporting research in mathematics or another field. One respondent reported no
research area.
5.3.2.2 Programs
Twenty-three unique programs were described by participants, but because not all
questions required a response before continuing the survey, 22 respondents indicated the following
characteristics of their programs: Twenty institutions (91%) held courses on a traditional semester
sequence of 14–18 weeks, and two institutions (9%) held courses on a quarter sequence of 9–12
weeks per course. Showing a range of program sizes, 23% of the programs reported annually
graduating each of the following ranges of PTs: 11–25 students, 26–50 students, 51–100 students,
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and more than 100 students. All programs prepared teachers for licensure in grades 1–4, with some
programs preparing PTs to teach as early as pre-kindergarten or as late as eighth grade.
Respondents reported three variations of mathematics course requirements in their
programs: MCfET, mathematics methods, and general mathematics. General mathematics
included mathematics courses not specifically designed for teachers. Table 5.2 presents the
frequencies with which programs required each of these types of courses with the mean and median
number of courses and semester hours required.
Table 5.2: Mathematics Course Requirements for PTs in Programs
% of Programs
Requiring
MCfET
Mathematics Methods
General Mathematics

96
100
48

# of Required
Courses
Mean
Median
2.1
2
1.3
1
1.1
1

# of Semester Hour
Credits
Mean
Median
7.0
6
4.0
3
3.7
3

As seen in Table 5.2, PTs took more MCfET courses than mathematics methods or general
mathematics courses. PTs in these courses were often in the first half of a traditional four-year
program, and respondents indicated that the MCfET courses were designed primarily for first- or
second-year PTs, with fewer than 6% of the PTs in these courses in their third or fourth year.
5.4 Findings
I separate the findings of this study by the themes of mathematical disposition and
collaboration in the mathematics classroom, first presenting findings from the syllabi by
referencing statements related to PTs’ mathematical disposition in two ways: statements that
clearly communicate aspects of mathematical disposition to PTs and statements that have potential
to support development of mathematical disposition. Next, I report findings from the syllabi related
to the role of collaboration in mathematics—both by statements and in the assessment structure.
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These statements assisted in answering the research questions of “In what ways do syllabi of
MCfET courses communicate to PTs about mathematical disposition? What do the syllabi indicate
is the role of collaboration in MCfET courses?”
5.4.1 Mathematical Disposition
Recall that seeing mathematics as a sense-making activity, having a growth mindset, and
developing a personal relationship with mathematics are characteristics of mathematical
disposition. Evidence of these characteristics, along with the belief that all people can learn
mathematics, was present in many syllabi. In this section, I identify statements that I considered
to promote mathematical disposition and others that incorporated characteristics of mathematical
disposition less clearly.
5.4.1.1 “I know you can do this!”: Promoting mathematical disposition
Statements in the syllabi related to promoting mathematical disposition were of two types:
mathematical or personal. The mathematical statements addressed seeing mathematics in the world
and perceiving mathematics as a sense-making activity. The personal statements communicated to
PTs that they could be a source of mathematical knowledge through belief in themselves and that
self-assessment of their mathematical understanding would happen throughout the course. Similar
to the five strands of mathematical proficiency (NRC, 2001), these categories of mathematical and
personal are not discrete and are intertwined. Table 5.3 presents examples of mathematical
statements, and Table 5.4 presents examples of personal statements.
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Table 5.3: Mathematical Disposition Statements from Syllabi by Theme: Mathematical
Seeing Mathematics in the World
Acknowledge the relevance of mathematics in
everyday life.

Mathematics as a Sense-Making Activity
[To] construct personal meaning from all
these experiences.

This course involves a careful examination of
mathematical ideas behind the mathematics
taught in grades K–6, and their history and
applications to daily life.

Attention is given to connections with other
areas of mathematics and to the need for
developing the “habits of mind of a
mathematical thinker.”

Making the connections between the
mathematics within the textbook to events that
occur and are used on a day to day basis.

[An] important goal of the course is to
promote the development of the belief that
mathematics is a sense-making activity and
that learning mathematics involves figuring
out how to solve problems in personally
meaningful ways.

[The mathematics] must be practical for
students as they live as citizens in this world
and as they live their personal lives.

[Develop] a disposition for understanding
how others engage with mathematical
concepts.

Knowledge of the relationship of mathematics
to other subjects, its application in society, and
relationships within mathematics itself.

Our work should support you in making
sense of yours and others mathematical
thinking.

To develop an appreciation of and an interest in
mathematics and applications of mathematics
[and]…to further develop positive dispositions
toward mathematics.

Your job…is to carve out your personal
“best route to understanding.”

These 12 statements found in 12 syllabi communicated to PTs that mathematics is a sense-making
activity that connects to everyday occurrences. The six statements related to seeing mathematics
in the world all referenced PTs seeing mathematics in their daily lives. Viewing mathematics as
sensible is productive for PTs as they build practical knowledge about the teaching of mathematics
and the role of mathematics in everyday life. The six statements related to mathematics as a sensemaking activity referenced the PTs individually and collectively having opportunities to make
sense of mathematics. For example, the following statement highlighted the notion that
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mathematical thinking varies across people, as making sense of the mathematical thinking of
others implies that the mathematics thinking is possible different from your own: “Our work
should support you in making sense of yours and others mathematical thinking.”
Table 5.4: Mathematical Disposition Statements from Syllabi by Theme: Personal
Belief in Oneself
Develop confidence in your abilities to understand
and do mathematics.

Self-Assessment
[The] purpose for this structure [replacing a
midterm grade with final grade if higher] is
to promote your interest in continually
improving your understanding, learning from
your mistakes, and connecting what we learn
in one chapter to topics studied in later
chapters.

Students learn to depend on themselves and each
other (rather than on the instructor) for problem
solutions.

Letting students revise their homework is
important to us as instructors, for in this
process important learning can occur…a
demonstration that the most important
weaknesses have been understood and
addressed.

I know you can understand this!

[PTs should have an] inclination to monitor
and reflect on their own thinking and
performance.

[Develop] confidence in their abilities to solve
mathematical problems, and to determine whether
a proposed solution to a problem is valid or
invalid.

The honest assessment of your own
understandings and misunderstandings will
be significant.

You are expected to respect…yourself in this
course. Negative and insulting language about
your own abilities will not be tolerated.

To encourage you to become reflective doers
of mathematics.

The 10 statements from nine syllabi presented in Table 5.4 emphasized that PTs are able to learn
mathematics and gain mathematical authority. The five belief in oneself statements communicated
the message to PTs that they are able to do the mathematics in these courses, a foundational
component of mathematical disposition aligned with AMTE (2017), NCTM (2014), and NRC
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(2001). The repeated references to monitoring one’s own work and improving understanding in
self-assessment highlight what the standards and recommendations continue to ask K–12 students
to do—reflect on the process and the product.
Communicating characteristics of mathematical disposition is productive for many
reasons. It promotes the belief that mathematics is accessible, sensible, personal, and attainable for
all learners. These statements explicitly promoted developing mathematical disposition in PTs.
5.4.1.2 “I am not a textbook for you to copy into your notebook”: Potential to promote
mathematical disposition
Some statements were less clear in operationalizing and communicating characteristics of
mathematical disposition or the belief that mathematics is a useful sense-making activity in which
PTs make personal meaning. These statements were in a minority of syllabi, and in order to
illuminate these, I provide sample statements from four syllabi.
Certain statements may have led PTs to think that learning in mathematics is about
performance on assessments, such as “It is important that all activities be completed so that you
will be able to do well on graded homework and on the three scheduled tests.” This statement may
have been an attempt to appeal to PTs who lack motivation to learn for understanding but are
motivated by performance goals and grades. A statement from another syllabus may have resulted
from considering similar motivating factors for performance: “Above all, for the sake of a good
grade and the understanding of your future students, please stick with it till you get it.” This
statement seemed to appeal to two motivators: earning a good grade in the course and the
mathematical thinking of future students. While making sense of the mathematics may be a part
of the homework, tests, and grades in these particular courses, these statements did not clearly
communicate that to PTs.
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One syllabus included a range of statements that communicated messages related to
mathematical disposition. For example, the following statement could lead PTs to question what
constitutes a poor attitude: “Points may be deducted from students for consistently poor
participation and/or attitude (disposition).” The statement communicated the importance of
participation, but that message was not clearly expressed by describing what is expected of PTs in
regards to participation. PTs may wonder if trying to work through confusion and struggling with
the mathematics would be perceived as a poor attitude, and therefore they may not be authentically
present in the classroom or willing to be vulnerable and ask or answer questions. This syllabus
communicated the expectation that PTs will be engaged in the classroom with “It is expected that
you will be present for class both body and mind without external distractions” (bolded
emphasis in the original). This statement may have been necessary to communicate to PTs in the
syllabus because of prior issues in the course. However, it may have sent the message that the class
is separate from other events in the PTs’ lives, isolating mathematics from the real world.
The same syllabus communicated about mathematical disposition with a variety of
statements in regards to course expectations by stating: “In keeping the theme that we are all
responsible for each other’s learning and success, we are going to be each other’s resource for
answering questions.” With this statement, PTs are encouraged to take responsibility for their own
learning and the learning of others and to collaborate to achieve that learning. This alone is part of
developing a personal relationship as a part of mathematical disposition. However, the syllabus
then stated, “PLEASE LIMIT your emails to me....emails clogging my inbox will not earn you any
brownie points.” The syllabus continued with encouraging PTs to access other resources (e.g.,
classmates, university web platform) for help: “You WILL earn brownie points for answering each
other’s questions.” The concluding statement was “Never hesitate to ask a question during class
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or meet with me before or after class if you cannot make office hours.” At first, this syllabus
referenced the PTs and instructor as a learning community. Then, the instructor seemed to remove
herself from the community with a deterrent of emails. With the face-to-face encounters suggested
at the end, the message appeared to be that the MTE was an available resource to help PTs develop
their mathematical understanding. PTs reading these statements about the course may not know
what type of communication to have with the MTE. The discussion of brownie points could lead
PTs to question the possible actions that could lead to “brownie points.” These statements may all
be clarified in class sessions, but because PTs may read the syllabus before meeting the MTE, the
interpretations made could lead PTs to question how this community functions in making personal
meaning of mathematics.
Statements from another syllabus communicated to PTs the belief in their abilities to do
mathematics. The syllabus described daily journals and personal textbooks that PTs will create,
followed with
Semester after semester, I get the question “How am I supposed to take notes when you
don’t write stuff on the board?” I am not a textbook for you to copy into your notebook.
You and your classmates have a wealth of knowledge and are capable of solving complex
problems.
These statements indicated that mathematics is not about taking notes and that PTs can access the
needed knowledge to do mathematics. Framing the beginning of the paragraph about the textbook
in a way that describes mathematics as a sense-making activity that is more than note taking could
help clarify this message about PTs being able to do mathematics.
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5.4.2 Collaboration in the Mathematics Classroom
To verify the statements about collaboration in the mathematics classroom, I investigated
this topic by two means: through statements in the syllabi, and the assessment structure indicated
in the syllabi. The statements tell one story, and the assessment structure adds to the story, with
some statements indicating collaboration as a part of the assessment structure.
5.4.2.1 Statements related to collaboration
Of the 35 syllabi, 33 included statements that I interpreted as encouraging collaboration—
in or out of the classroom. In the syllabi that indicated collaborative language, there were two
distinct categories. The first category included more general statements with language of “working
together” that could apply across disciplines, and the second category included statements
indicating the notion of mathematical collaboration. I separate findings into these two categories.
5.4.2.1.1 General collaboration
Some statements were general with their notion of collaboration in the MCfET course, such
as “A major part of this course will be spent working in small groups” and “Some of the activities
[in class] will be completed in groups.” A statement from another syllabus promoted variety in
groups by encouraging PTs to “seek out opportunities to work with different members of your
class to experience the breath of diversity our classroom setting offers.” One syllabus explicitly
justified the collaboration with
It is our conviction that problems are best solved in a cooperative learning situation, [as]:
o Group problem solving is often broader, more creative, and more insightful than
individual efforts.
o Interaction with others may stimulate additional problems, insights, and
discoveries.
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o Students can motivate one another to excel and to accept more challenging
problems
o Socialization skills are developed and practiced.
o Motivation to persevere with a problem may be increased.
Communicating to PTs the perceived benefits of collaboration may help them think about its
purpose and role in MCfET courses. This communication may also give PTs reasons to facilitate
collaboration in their future classrooms.
5.4.2.1.2 Mathematical collaboration
One statement communicated to PTs about expectations for mathematical collaboration
with “Students are encouraged to work collaboratively to explore, generate, and debate
conjectures, build connections among concepts, [and] solve problems created.” Another syllabus
identified mathematical collaboration by saying, “Class activities will involve engaging in
mathematical discussions with peers, explaining one’s mathematical thinking, questioning, and
challenging the mathematical thinking of others and developing a sense of what constitutes an
acceptable mathematical justification.” Again, this statement illuminated the expectation of
collaborating mathematically. It is also consistent with language from recommendations including
communication from NCTM’s Process Standards (2000) and the Common Core State Standards
of Mathematics (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). Another syllabus indicated the MTE’s beliefs by saying,
“I strongly believe there is value in conversation and collaboration in developing deep conceptual
understanding of mathematics, so you are encouraged to find a study partner or study group.”
Two syllabi implied that the purpose of working together was to perform well on practice
problems, with “To get a good grade on homework, forming a study group is critical” and “Some
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parts [of homework] will be too hard to do alone.” This statement implied that collaboration in
some of the MCfET courses happens when PTs are working on homework.
5.4.2.2 Assessment structure through the lens of collaboration
Many of the syllabi included traditional items such as homework and exams in the
assessment structure of the course. In fact, 34 (97%) of the syllabi included homework as a part of
the assessment structure. Because of multiple suggestions for PTs to work together on homework
outside of class, I considered homework an opportunity for mathematical collaboration. I also
considered class participation or attendance and group projects as potential for collaboration.
Table 5.5 presents the findings from assessments affording the opportunity for PTs to
collaborate. Thirty-four (97%) of the syllabi indicated in the assessment structure that PTs were
graded on a traditional 90-80-70-60 scale for a grade of A-B-C-D, respectively. The “% of Course
Grade” column in Table 5.5 represents these syllabi. One MTE used mastery grading with a “star”
system that allowed PTs to earn stars in order to have multiple attempts on summative assignments.
This syllabus included online homework, quizzes, a final exam, participation, and a portfolio with
pencil-and-paper homework and reading assignments as a part of the course. However, there was
no percentage breakdown in the assessments, unlike all the other syllabi. Therefore, this syllabus
was included in the number of syllabi and percentage of syllabi but not in the average percentage
of the grade.
Table 5.5: Assessments in MCfET Course Syllabi with Potential Collaboration

Homework
Group Projects
Participation/Attendance

Number of
Syllabi
34
6
11

% of Syllabi
(n = 35)
97
17
31

% of Course Grade
(Mean)
21
14
10
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As seen in Table 5.5, homework was the most available opportunity for PTs to collaborate in an
assessment. Group projects and class participation or attendance were much less common as an
explicit component of the course grade, although one syllabus stated, “You will earn points for
participating in a variety of in-class discussions and activities over the course of the semester (plus
a trip to the lab school).”
Assessments like tests/exams, quizzes or papers, projects or presentations, and final exams
are often individual assessments, and I categorized them as such unless noted otherwise in the
syllabus. Thirty-four syllabi (97%) indicated exams as a part of the course grade, and 30 syllabi
(86%) indicated a final examination. Those results, along with other individual assessment
breakdowns, are in Table 5.6. Again, the number and percentage of syllabi each included one
syllabus that indicated these activities without a percentage breakdown.
Table 5.6: Individual Assessments in MCfET Course Syllabi

Exams
Final Exam
Quizzes/Papers
Projects/Presentations

Number of
Syllabi
34
30
16
12

% of Syllabi
(n = 35)
97
86
46
34

% of Course Grade
(Mean)
43
23
17
16

As seen in Table 5.6, exams constituted two-thirds of the grade for the majority of the MCfET
courses. One syllabus identified a “group portion” of the exams, and I obtained more information
from the MTE who wrote this syllabus. She indicated that PTs worked on a group problem for 20
minutes, turned in a group answer, and then received individual questions to assess PTs’
understanding of the group problem. This allowed for PTs to collaborate and make sense of the
problems together before continuing on their own.
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5.4.2.3 Assessments with purpose indicated
Some syllabi included purpose statements for assessments, including opportunities for
multi-dimensional grading. I share these findings because of their potential to affect mathematical
disposition. For example, one of the goals for a course was “To assess your learning in a variety
of ways.” Another syllabus indicated that assessments “will take many forms to accommodate
different learning styles and providing a variety of ways to demonstrate your learning.” Yet another
example of multi-dimensional grading was presented with “There will be an oral exam attached to
the second exam...you will be given a list of potential questions for the exam and will be asked to
present a single problem during the examination.”
Attention to improving understanding was given in other syllabi. For example, one syllabus
described a project tailored to the PTs’ needs this way: “The purpose behind this project is for you
to identify a mathematical area of weakness and intentionally learn more about the identified area
over the course of the semester.” Another syllabus addressed learning from mistakes with “You
will have opportunities to revise your written work and your problem sets, and you are highly
encouraged to do so.” Another instructor referenced opportunities to clarify understanding with
“We have designed opportunities for both problems and group homeworks to be revised...[so] that
the most important weaknesses have been understood and addressed.”
5.5 Discussion
MCfET course syllabi in this study communicated messages to PTs about the nature and
learning of mathematics. In these findings, I identified two particular messages that described
mathematical disposition and the role of collaboration in a mathematics classroom. Here, I discuss
what these results imply for MCfET course instructors and PTs in light of previous literature. I
also provide recommendations for syllabi to describe and support development of mathematical
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dispositions and clarify the role of collaboration in a mathematics classroom in statements and
assessment structure.
I found that the syllabi communicated messages describing mathematical disposition in
two categories: the role of mathematics, and a personal relationship with mathematics. These two
categories are ultimately about PTs gaining mathematical awareness and authority. The role of
mathematics involved seeing mathematics in the world and seeing mathematics as a sense-making
activity. The personal relationship with mathematics involved believing in one’s mathematical
ability and engaging in self-assessment. Describing mathematics as a sense-making activity can
support the view of mathematics as more than memorization and symbol manipulation (NCTM,
1980, 2000).
AMTE’s SPTM (2017) indicated that “well-prepared beginning teachers of mathematics
expect mathematics to be sensible, useful, and worthwhile for themselves and others” (p. 9). Many
syllabi in this study communicated this message to PTs. For example, the statement “[An]
important goal of the course is to promote the development of the belief that mathematics is a
sense-making activity and that learning mathematics involves figuring out how to solve problems
in personally meaningful ways” was in alignment with AMTE’s SPTM. This statement also tied
the view of mathematics to having an individual relationship with mathematics. Beattie (2002) and
Black and colleagues (2004) identified strengthening PTs’ and K–12 students’ individual
relationships with content as a way to improve learning. Beattie (2002) studied helping PTs take
ownership for their own learning and “find their voices in relation to the theory and practice of
teaching” (p. 20). These findings illustrate that some syllabi statements encouraged PTs to find
their voices and make sense of mathematics, therefore taking responsibility for their own learning
and strengthening their personal relationship with mathematics. For example, one statement
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communicated to PTs that there may be more than one path to understanding with “Your job…is
to carve out your personal ‘best route to understanding’.”
In some of these syllabi MTEs communicated attention to increasing one’s own
mathematical confidence and understanding. One way Black and colleagues (2004) indicated
enhancing understanding was through peer assessment and self-assessment. My findings indicate
that MTEs communicated this to PTs with statements such as “The honest assessment of your own
understandings and misunderstandings will be significant” and at times described activities of
written reflections or other means of self-assessment. Communicating about these aspects of
mathematical disposition in the syllabi is a way for MTEs to assist PTs in their developing
conceptualization of mathematical disposition.
I found two types of collaboration present in the syllabi: general and mathematical. General
collaboration included strategies or approaches that crossed over content boundaries, and
mathematical collaboration was specific to mathematical language. Outlining the purpose for
general collaboration showed support for learning in a social setting, which supports Piaget’s
(1964) and Vygotsky’s (1978) theories of learning and development as requiring a social
component. For example, one syllabus included the following statement that indicated some of the
benefits of collaboration, as viewed by the MTE: “Students can motivate one another to excel and
to accept more challenging problems; socialization skills are developed and practiced.” These
characteristics of motivating, combined with completing tasks that individually may be too
challenging, highlighted the learning potential increase by social interaction as described by
Vygotsky (1978) in the pathway to learning and development. The attention to collaboration in
classroom activities also supported the notion of the learning process as progressing from social
to the individual context (e.g., Confrey, 1995; Wertsch, 1985), as PTs have opportunities to make
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sense of mathematics collaboratively and then demonstrate understanding individually through
exams and other individual course components.
MTEs can integrate language of standards that PTs will eventually access in their planning
(e.g., Common Core State Standards of Mathematics, NGA & CCSSO, 2010) through
communicating characteristics of mathematical collaboration as they work toward the vision of
well-prepared beginning teachers of mathematics set forth by AMTE (2017). Statements with
language that distinguished between general group work and mathematical collaboration afforded
PTs the opportunity to see mathematics as something with which to engage from different
viewpoints and not the “private affair” suggested by Bibby’s (2002) results. For example,
describing class activities as involving “explaining one’s mathematical thinking, questioning, and
challenging the mathematical thinking of others and developing a sense of what constitutes an
acceptable mathematical justification” can help PTs envision collaboration in a mathematics
classroom. The efforts of describing mathematical and general collaboration can assist PTs in
envisioning a mathematics classroom that is not lecture-based. However, if the courses are rooted
in collaboration, should students expect opportunities for collaboration on assessments? The
instructor whose syllabus included a group portion in the midterm exams may have already
considered this question and worked to incorporate Boaler’s (2016) recommendation of multidimensional grading. This grading approach afforded PTs opportunities to demonstrate growth
and learning through means other than traditional exams and homework.
Various syllabi indicated the purpose of the course activities and assessments, indicating
that some syllabi were focused on performance goals and others on learning goals. For example,
performance goals were communicated in the two syllabi that indicated that the purpose of
homework was to perform well on exams. This confirmed a concern of Nolan and Dwyer’s
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regarding many mathematics teachers and learners in their 2002 study, where teachers wanted
students to “get it” without clarifying if it was a concept or a procedure they were “getting.”
However, the statements in the majority of these syllabi communicated messages pertaining to
learning goals with some attention to performance. For example, one statement indicated the
purpose of assessments was “to assess your learning in a variety of ways.” However, with an
average of 44% of courses based on exams and 23% based on a final exam, individual performance
was still a major part of assessment in these MCfET courses.
MTEs likely have justification for this structure of individual exams. For example, many
PTs must pass an individual mathematics test before earning their teaching license. Yet MTEs can
still reflect upon the role of these exams and the ways in which syllabi communicate the purpose
of these assessments. Two syllabi described using exams as a source of formative feedback,
allowing for improvements to be made after an initial assessment—even an exam—which aligned
with recommendations from Boaler (2016) and Black and colleagues (2004) to include
opportunities for demonstrating improvement of understanding over time. Another statement
encapsulated the idea of exhibiting growth this way: “the purpose of replacing midterm grades
with a higher final exam grade” was explicitly described as to “promote your interest in continually
improving your understanding, learning from your mistakes, and connecting what we learn in one
chapter to topics studied in later chapters.” Other statements regarding multiple attempts on
homework or other assignments to demonstrate improvement in understanding also supported
Black and colleagues’ (2004) and Boaler’s (2016) recommendations. Opportunities to demonstrate
improvement on learning goals could also assist in the shift from a focus on performance to
learning goals, thereby further decreasing questions of what students “get” as described by Nolan
and Dwyer (2002).
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The assessment structure can also influence the development of PTs’ mathematical
disposition. As Black and colleagues (2004) noted, assessment feedback may have a negative
impact on students, particularly when numerical scores or grades are given, sending the message
that students “lack ability and so are not able to learn” (p. 9). The assessment structure as presented
in many of the syllabi here may have a similar effect. Even if the language in the syllabi encouraged
collaboration, it could be disconcerting for PTs to see that exams are the majority of the assessment
structure. This would especially be concerning for PTs if their prior experiences with exams were
not positive or productive, which AMTE (2017) noted was often the case. As we know from Bibby
(2002), this pressure associated with mathematical performance can cause anxiety and shame for
elementary teachers around doing mathematics. When the syllabus conveys the purpose of each
type of assessment, PTs may be inclined to see beyond the numbers. As it is, testing appears to be
the most important part of assessing in mathematics, considering that nearly two-thirds of the
course assessments were through examinations. It is doubtful that instructors of MCfET courses
want to invoke feelings of anxiety and shame from the syllabus, but the assessment structure
presented to PTs before knowing them as learners and future teachers could very well invoke those
feelings. The syllabus that included replacing lower exam scores with higher cumulative exam
scores may help lessen the anxiety associated with mathematical performance.
5.5.1 Recommendations for MCfET Course Syllabi
Because the syllabus may be the first form of communication MCfET course instructors
have with PTs, the document can set the tone for the course and communicate what the MTEs
deem important. Therefore, intentional language use by MTEs can support development of a
mathematical disposition and define the role of collaboration in a mathematics classroom.
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Including statements that support a mathematical disposition in the syllabus can help PTs
who have only considered mathematics as a performance opportunity to instead envision
mathematics as something with which to engage. This includes clearly defining mathematical
disposition, and one way to do that would be to reference the four themes found in this study:
seeing mathematics in the world, mathematics as a sense-making activity, belief in oneself, and
self-assessment. Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 provided examples of statements that reinforce these
themes, all of which support the language of AMTE (2017) and NCTM (2014) of productive
mathematical disposition and productive beliefs teachers should hold about mathematics,
respectively. Together, these themes can communicate important aspects of mathematical
disposition.
Describing expectations of collaboration—whether mathematical or general—in the
syllabus can help PTs envision a mathematics classroom that supports the vision of NCTM (2014)
and AMTE (2017) where PTs are working together to make sense of mathematics. Communicating
the advantages of collaboration in general (e.g., to motivate, to stimulate insights) and what
constitutes mathematical collaboration (e.g., argumentation, justification) were two characteristics
of collaboration found in these syllabi. These categories of collaboration afford PTs the
opportunity to see a mathematics classroom a space to communicate mathematically with one
another. Incorporating group assessments, like the syllabus that indicated that students work in
groups for a part of exams, may also support this notion of collaboration. However, there are
practical classroom considerations for MTEs that could present challenges for implementation
(e.g., group dynamics, PT disability accommodations).
As with any study, this study has limitations. Because limited work exists that investigates
the intended curriculum of MCfET courses, I chose to focus solely on the syllabi. Therefore, I do
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not have knowledge of the experiences or entities that influenced the creation of these documents
(e.g., past teaching experiences, university policy). I also acknowledge that these syllabi indicate
intent, which may not represent actual enactment. Future work investigating the development of
MCfET course syllabi and oral communication about the syllabi to PTs could illuminate more
aspects of the ways in which MTEs communicate to PTs about mathematical disposition and not
only the role but the use of mathematical collaboration in MCfET courses.
5.6 Conclusion
Instructors of MCfET courses communicated messages about the nature of mathematics
teaching and learning in syllabi. In addition to course content, the syllabi also conveyed messages
related to mathematical disposition and the role of collaboration in the mathematics classroom.
Careful construction of these messages can help PTs develop a productive mathematical
disposition as they enter MCfET courses in their preparation. MTEs cultivate a desire to
understand mathematics and see sense in it, all while promoting practices such as collaboration
that PTs can implement in their future classroom to support students.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to investigate the status of the mathematical preparation of
elementary teachers. What began as an attempt to understand the programs, people, and courses
through a survey eventually became four manuscripts that illuminated various characteristics of
the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers. While the survey respondents included
anyone involved in the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers, in each manuscript I
investigated characteristics of MCfET courses. MCfET courses often serve as an opportunity to
engage PTs with mathematics and consider mathematics from a teacher’s perspective. I will briefly
summarize each of the four manuscripts before discussing practical and research implications.
6.1 Manuscript Summaries
In the first manuscript, I provided descriptive statistics of all MTEs who completed the
survey, the programs in which these MTEs taught, and the resources used by the responding MTEs
who taught MCfET courses. Results indicated that the MTEs responding to this survey had an
average of nine years teaching experience at the post-secondary level, and, in addition to their
post-secondary teaching experience, 85% of these MTEs had an average of six years teaching
experience at the K–12 level. MTEs also reported that PTs in their programs took an average of
two MCfET courses worth six semester credit hours; this is more than any other type of
mathematics course in their teacher preparation programs (i.e., mathematics methods, general
mathematics). The MTEs also reported a variety of manipulatives used in MCfET courses (e.g.,
pattern blocks, base ten pieces, fraction bars) and that MET II content domains and CCSSM SMPs
were explicitly or implicitly addressed in many MCfET courses; a result that prompted the second
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and third manuscripts’ analyses of survey responses through the lenses of the MET II content
domains and CCSSM SMPs.
In the second and third manuscripts, I examined the content activities provided by the
respondents. I investigated these activities using the MET II (CBMS, 2012) content domains and
MKT subject matter knowledge domains (e.g., Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008) in the second
manuscript. The MTEs reported their intentions to address a range of MET II content domains in
MCfET courses. I also found that the activity descriptions provided opportunities for PTs to
develop SCK, or content knowledge unique to teachers of mathematics (Ball et al., 2008), more
often than not in the activities addressing the three MET II content domains of (1) Operations &
Algebraic Thinking, (2) Number & Operations in Base Ten, and (3) Number & Operations with
Fractions. In these domains, the activities afforded PTs opportunities to develop SCK through
connecting the content to practice in ways that teachers need to know (e.g., sizing up non-standard
approaches). In contrast, opportunities to develop SCK were present less often in activities focused
on the two content domains of (1) Geometry and (2) Measurement & Data. Therefore, while all
activities provided opportunities for PTs to develop CCK, mathematical knowledge available to
many professionals, the Geometry and Measurement & Data activities were less likely to develop
both CCK and SCK. This prompted me to urge MTEs to consider activities that develop SCK and
how they can be implemented in MCfET courses in the content domains of Geometry and
Measurement & Data to support PTs’ MKT development.
The investigation of the content activity descriptions through the lenses of content domains,
SMPs, and MKT subject matter knowledge domains illuminated the intentions of MTEs to engage
PTs in developing their mathematical and practical knowledge in MCfET courses. Because
researchers investigating content domains included the earlier MET (CBMS, 2001)
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recommendations (e.g., Greenberg & Walsh, 2008), I chose to extend this work to search for
evidence of attention to the updated recommendations in MET II. The MET II (CBMS, 2012)
content domains are supported by the 2017 AMTE Standards for Preparing Teachers of
Mathematics, highlighting the current relevance of those content domains in preparing PTs. My
findings indicated that the responding MTEs intended to address the recommended content
domains of these documents.
In the third manuscript, I shifted from a content domain focus to the CCSSM SMPs (NGA
& CCSSO, 2010), finding that the responding MTEs explicitly and implicitly addressed SMPs in
MCfET courses. The majority of MTEs reported that they primarily considered the SMPs during
the planning of their own lessons; this finding suggested that the PTs in these MTEs’ classes may
or may not be aware of the SMPs as they engage with them. Through the content activities
provided, I found evidence of implicit attention to all eight SMPs across the MCfET courses these
MTEs taught. Problem-Solving and Argumentation were the SMPs that MTEs reported as
receiving the most attention across the courses, and these SMPs were also present the most in the
MET II content activity descriptions. Precision, along with Modeling and Regularity, were the
three SMPs that received the least amount of attention in the activities, and the MTEs identified
these same three SMPs as attended to less frequently in MCfET courses. These results suggested
that these MTEs are cognizant of the inclusion of SMPs in their courses, even if they did not
discuss this explicitly with their PTs. In this manuscript, I also shared examples of activities that
developed each of the eight SMPs in an attempt to help MTEs envision ways to address both
content domains and SMPs in MCfET courses.
In the fourth manuscript, I investigated messages communicated to PTs in the 35 MCfET
course syllabi provided by respondents. Among other things, these syllabi relayed messages to PTs
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about mathematical disposition and the role of collaboration in mathematics classrooms. I found
that syllabi statements often presented mathematics as a sense-making activity through which PTs
could develop their own understanding through self-assessment. For example, one syllabus
described a goal of the MCfET course was “to promote the development of the belief that
mathematics is a sense-making activity and that learning mathematics involves figuring out how
to solve problems in personally meaningful ways,” implicitly operationalizing mathematical
disposition through sense-making of mathematics and developing a personal relationship with
mathematics. I identified some statements that communicated a similar message with less clarity
and encouraged MTEs to consider revisiting and reframing their messages. For example, “I am
not a textbook for you to copy into your notebook. You and your classmates have a wealth of
knowledge and are capable of solving complex problems” could more clearly communicate a
message of belief in the abilities of the PTs with the removal of “I am not a textbook to copy into
your notebook.” Developing a productive mathematical disposition that aligns with
recommendations from professional organizations (e.g., AMTE, 2017; NCTM, 2014; NRC, 2001)
includes communicating to PTs that they are capable doers of mathematics, and the second
statement of “You and your classmates have a wealth of knowledge and are capable of solving
complex problems” conveyed that message to PTs.
Messages about the role of collaboration also recurred throughout the syllabi. MTEs
described activities that involved collaboration, and nearly all syllabi referenced the need for PTs
to work together in MCfET courses. Some of these statements were general in their notion of
collaboration, with the purpose of collaboration stated as “interaction with others may stimulate
additional problems, insights, and discoveries,” where other statements described expectations of
PTs as they would collaborate in the MCfET courses through “explaining one’s mathematical
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thinking” and “developing a sense of what constitutes an acceptable mathematical justification.”
Addressing general and mathematical collaboration can help PTs think about both roles of
collaboration as parts of a mathematics classroom, and explicit attention to both of these roles may
help PTs envision their own classrooms as mathematical communities where students work
together to make sense of mathematics.
6.2 Implications
The findings from this study suggest both practical and research implications. The practical
implications are the ways in which the results of this dissertation can affect the practices of MTEs,
and research implications include further questions sparked from these results.
6.2.1 Practical Implications
These four manuscripts provide a view of the mathematical preparation of elementary
teachers in both broad strokes and in finer detail. Overall, the responding MTEs addressed the
recommendations from professional organizations (e.g., AMTE, CBMS, NCTM) in MCfET
courses. Evidence of the content domains of MET II (CBMS, 2012) and CCSSM SMPs (NGA &
CCSSO, 2010) was present in activities that MTEs intended to use with PTs. Drawing attention to
content domains, SMPs, and the ways they interact with one another is an example of how MTEs
can afford PTs opportunities to envision a mathematics classroom that embraces a vision of
mathematics beyond memorization and symbol manipulation. This includes supporting PTs’
development of SCK (Ball et al, 2008) in the Geometry and Measurement & Data content domains.
Explicitly addressing SMPs within MCfET courses also affords opportunities for PTs to
authentically engage with SMPs as they converge with content, and intertwining content domains
and SMPs in various combinations (i.e., a Measurement & Data lesson with Modeling, a Geometry
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lesson with Argumentation) may help PTs envision facilitating mathematics with both content
domains and SMPs in their future classrooms.
While developing knowledge of content domains and SMPs are goals of MCfET courses,
it is also the task of the MTEs to assist PTs in conceptualizing mathematics as something with
which to engage. MTEs can support PTs’ engagement with mathematics through continued
communication about characteristics of mathematical disposition (e.g., believing that all can learn
mathematics, developing a personal relationship with mathematics) and making a concerted effort
to provide opportunities for PTs to engage with mathematics and one another (e.g., collaborative
classroom opportunities, collaborative assessments). Clear operationalization of mathematical
disposition in syllabi can also help PTs view the teaching and learning of mathematics in
productive ways. This operationalization includes the four themes found in the fourth manuscript
of (1) seeing mathematics in the real world, (2) seeing mathematics as a sense-making activity, (3)
promoting the belief in one’s ability to learn mathematics, and (4) affording opportunities for selfassessment of one’s own mathematical learning. These four themes bring together the
recommendations for teachers of mathematics in their forming of mathematical disposition set
forth by AMTE (2017), NCTM (2014), and NRC (2001), such as “teachers of mathematics expect
mathematics to be sensible, useful, and worthwhile for themselves and others, and they believe
that all people are capable of thinking mathematically” (AMTE, 2017, p. 9).
In the first manuscript, we learned that the MTEs in this study taught in a teacher
preparation program for an average of nearly a decade, with the majority of these instructors having
an average of approximately six years of K–12 classroom experience. These MTEs, many with 15
years of teaching experience, brought a vast amount of knowledge and expertise to their MCfET
courses. The reported use of various resources (e.g., manipulatives, readings, technology) and
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activities from the MTEs in this study support the findings of Masingila, Olanoff, and Kwaka
(2012) that MCfET courses are taught with pedagogical strategies beyond those of a traditional
lecture. MTEs can support each other in their practices of engaging PTs in authentic experiences
by sharing with one another the ways in which they use these resources. The lack of institutional
support reported by Masingila and colleagues does not equate to lack of available support through
other avenues. MTEs can support each other from other institutions is by sharing these activities
at regional, national, or international conferences (e.g., AMTE), developing working groups across
institutions, and publishing activities in practitioner-based journals.
The CCSSM SMPs have been available for less than a decade. Potentially because their
first line of impact is the K–12 classroom, limited research is available regarding their
incorporation in MCfET courses. MTEs’ increased knowledge of the ways SMPs are attended to
in MCfET courses can help them reflect on their practices and work toward providing
opportunities for PTs to develop in their knowledge of and experience with SMPs. My focus on
the SMPs in the third manuscript illuminated the current practices of experienced MTEs with the
SMPs embedded in content activities. In addition, resources are becoming available for MCfET
courses that embed the SMPs in MCfET curriculum (e.g., Reconceptualizing Mathematics,
Sowder, Sowder, & Nickerson, 2017). With these resources, MTEs can continue to develop their
practices in ways that incorporate the K–12 recommendations that PTs will be expected to teach
to their future students.
As an MTE currently teaching MCfET courses, I analyzed my own practice through these
same lenses of MET II content domains and CCSSM SMPs. In keeping with the findings from my
analysis of the second manuscript through MET II content domains, I recognized a lack of SCK in
my curriculum in the content domains of Geometry and Measurement & Data. I challenged myself
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to modify tasks that were developing only CCK in such a way that they incorporated the
development of SCK. I modified the composite area task in Figure 6.1 as follows:

Figure 6.1: Composite area task (Sowder et al., 2017, p. 554)

PTs were expected to find the composite area of the region in Figure 6.1 with their peers in small
groups. As PTs worked, I wrote three solution strategies on the board that I noticed groups using:
16 + 6 + 2 = 24 cm2, 10 + 12 + 2 = 24 cm2, and 40 – 10 – 6 = 24 cm2. I then asked PTs to identify
the strategies taken by the work shown. This strategy afforded PTs the opportunity to analyze three
different mathematical approaches to the same problem: two approaches that broke the figure into
smaller rectangles and found the sum of those parts, and one approach that took the entire rectangle
and subtracted parts not included in the area. This activity developed SCK because PTs were being
asked to discern each mathematical approach. I found the content of composite area in this example
to be productive in developing SCK, as the PTs in my classroom were able to detect methods for
each approach in small- and whole-group discussions. Activities like these that develop SCK
provide PTs opportunities to analyze multiple mathematical strategies, which will likely be part of
their daily routines as practicing classroom teachers. After reaching out to colleagues at other
institutions about the lack of opportunities to develop SCK in Geometry and Measurement & Data
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curriculum materials I had available to me, I realized that I was not alone in trying to embed
activities that developed SCK in these content domains. Therefore, I organized and submitted a
workshop proposal focused on developing and sharing tasks in these content domains that support
PTs’ development of SCK with those colleagues for the 2019 AMTE conference.
Adapting to include more opportunities to develop SCK in my MCfET courses was one
way that I began to modify my practice after the completion of this study. The ways I read
messages about mathematical disposition in the syllabi analysis of the fourth manuscript caused
me to revisit my own syllabi in search of messages communicated. Because the syllabus is
generally the first form of written communication between instructors and their students, the
document establishes the tone for the course and for the semester. It brings to mind The First Days
of School (Wong & Wong, 2001), a book I read the summer before my first year of teaching high
school mathematics; the authors highlighted the importance of those first communications with
students in the classroom (e.g., positive greetings at the door). At the post-secondary level, the
syllabus is part of the “first days of school” and presents first impressions of the course and
instructor to the PTs. I realized that the messages I communicated to PTs could be clearer,
particularly in my belief in PTs’ ability to learn mathematics and my understanding of mathematics
as a sense-making activity. Therefore, I revised my syllabus to include statements referencing both
of these roles of a productive mathematical disposition in my syllabi. Communicating the message
that mathematics is a sense-making activity with which PTs develop a personal relationship has
the potential to reduce the shame and anxiety felt by elementary teachers when doing mathematics,
as discovered by Bibby (2002). Bibby noted the anxiety induced in elementary teachers who
believed mathematics was a “private affair” to be done efficiently in order to obtain the correct
answer. As MTEs help PTs shift in their thinking from a student’s perspective toward a teacher’s
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perspective, they can provide PTs with opportunities to consider their own conceptualization of
what it means to do mathematics and support the development of a productive mathematical
disposition. While many syllabi in this study communicated messages about mathematical
disposition, PTs could benefit from MTEs revisiting their syllabi often and with a critical eye to
ensure a clear operationalization of mathematical disposition.
6.2.2 Research Implications
This study is one step toward greater understanding of the mathematical preparation of
elementary teachers. I envision further work to be done investigating and sharing the ways in which
MTEs support PTs’ development of SCK, attend to SMPs in the enacted curriculum of MCfET
courses, and communicate messages about the teaching and learning of mathematics to PTs
through syllabi.
MTEs could support one another by studying activities that develop SCK in PTs. This
could involve analyzing curriculum in multiple formats (i.e., written, intended, enacted) to develop
research-based activities that achieve desired goals within the mathematical preparation of
elementary teachers. Describing and reporting ways MTEs modify tasks to provide opportunities
to develop SCK could also support others in their conceptualization of developing SCK. Again,
activities that develop SCK can provide motivation for PTs to engage with and make sense of
mathematics from a teacher’s perspective. Knowing more about how MTEs support the
development of SCK in MCfET courses can benefit the practices of MTEs, the preparation of PTs,
and PTs’ ability to educate future students mathematically.
MTEs in this study are intending to address many of the SMPs in MCfET courses.
Evidence of explicit attention to the SMPs, however, was not indicated by many MTEs. MTEs’
direct recognition of the SMPs will support PTs’ conceptualization of SMPs and ability to envision
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SMPs in the classroom. Further research investigating the ways MTEs explicitly incorporate SMPs
in teacher preparation will help MTEs better understand the ways PTs engage with the standards
they will be expected to use in their future practices.
MTEs in this study communicated messages about mathematical disposition in their
syllabi. Possible next steps would be to investigate other ways MTEs communicate about
mathematical disposition. Are there activities or discussions held in class that allow PTs to develop
an understanding of mathematics as something with which to engage, make sense, and develop a
personal relationship? The sharing of opportunities for PTs to develop mathematical disposition—
individually or collaboratively—could help MTEs consider the ways they are communicating to
PTs about mathematical disposition.
While this study has illuminated many aspects of the mathematical preparation of
elementary teachers, there are still more broad questions to answer. I investigated parts of the
intended curriculum of MCfET courses, and MTEs could benefit from knowing more about the
curriculum as a whole (i.e., written, intended, and enacted curriculum). For example, in
investigating questions such as: “How do MTEs create syllabi for MCfET courses? Which
instructor or institutional factors influence the development of MCfET course syllabi?” As I have
explored the content activities as described by MTEs through the lenses of the MET II content
domains, CCSSM SMPs, and MKT subject matter knowledge domains, observing and analyzing
the enactment of these and other activities could provide insight into the ways MTEs afford PTs
opportunities to engage with content domains and SMPs.
6.3 Conclusion
These manuscripts revealed many layers of the mathematical preparation of elementary
teachers, particularly in MCfET courses. There is evidence that the MET II (CBMS, 2012)
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recommendations and CCSSM SMPs (NGA & CCSSO, 2010) are present the intended curriculum
of MCfET courses. MTEs are communicating messages to PTs that support development of a
productive mathematical disposition. MTEs are doing many things that, if shared through research
and practice, could help other MTEs reflect upon their practices and the ways incorporate these
standards and recommendations in MCfET courses.
The findings from these manuscripts prompt me to urge MTEs to reflect upon their
practices in three areas: (1) providing opportunities for PTs to develop SCK in the content domains
of Geometry and Measurement & Data in MCfET courses; (2) embedding the SMPs explicitly in
MCfET courses, particularly Modeling, Precision, and Regularity; and (3) communicating clear
and productive messages about developing a mathematical disposition in MCfET course syllabi.
PTs will have opportunities to analyze mathematics from a teacher’s perspective in all content
domains, develop their own understanding of SMPs in theory and in practice, and receive messages
of mathematics as a sense-making activity in which all can achieve.
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APPENDIX A: SUPPORTING DOCUMENT FOR CHAPTER 4

STANDARDS FOR MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE
(NGA & CCSSO, 2010)

The Standards for Mathematical Practice describe varieties of expertise that mathematics
educators at all levels should seek to develop in their students. These practices rest on important
“processes and proficiencies” with longstanding importance in mathematics education. The first
of these are the NCTM process standards of problem solving, reasoning and proof,
communication, representation, and connections. The second are the strands of mathematical
proficiency specified in the National Research Council’s report Adding It Up: adaptive reasoning,
strategic competence, conceptual understanding (comprehension of mathematical concepts,
operations and relations), procedural fluency (skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately,
efficiently and appropriately), and productive disposition (habitual inclination to see mathematics
as sensible, useful, and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy).

CCSS.MATH.PRACTICE.MP1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
Mathematically proficient students start by explaining to themselves the meaning of a
problem and looking for entry points to its solution. They analyze givens, constraints,
relationships, and goals. They make conjectures about the form and meaning of the solution and
plan a solution pathway rather than simply jumping into a solution attempt. They consider
analogous problems, and try special cases and simpler forms of the original problem in order to
gain insight into its solution. They monitor and evaluate their progress and change course if
necessary. Older students might, depending on the context of the problem, transform algebraic
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expressions or change the viewing window on their graphing calculator to get the information they
need. Mathematically proficient students can explain correspondences between equations, verbal
descriptions, tables, and graphs or draw diagrams of important features and relationships, graph
data, and search for regularity or trends. Younger students might rely on using concrete objects or
pictures to help conceptualize and solve a problem. Mathematically proficient students check their
answers to problems using a different method, and they continually ask themselves, "Does this
make sense?" They can understand the approaches of others to solving complex problems and
identify correspondences between different approaches.

CCSS.MATH.PRACTICE.MP2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
Mathematically proficient students make sense of quantities and their relationships in
problem situations. They bring two complementary abilities to bear on problems involving
quantitative relationships: the ability to decontextualize—to abstract a given situation and
represent it symbolically and manipulate the representing symbols as if they have a life of their
own, without necessarily attending to their referents—and the ability to contextualize, to pause as
needed during the manipulation process in order to probe into the referents for the symbols
involved. Quantitative reasoning entails habits of creating a coherent representation of the problem
at hand; considering the units involved; attending to the meaning of quantities, not just how to
compute them; and knowing and flexibly using different properties of operations and objects.

CCSS.MATH.PRACTICE.MP3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and
previously established results in constructing arguments. They make conjectures and build a
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logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their conjectures. They are able to analyze
situations by breaking them into cases, and can recognize and use counterexamples. They justify
their conclusions, communicate them to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They
reason inductively about data, making plausible arguments that take into account the context from
which the data arose. Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the effectiveness
of two plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and—
if there is a flaw in an argument—explain what it is. Elementary students can construct arguments
using concrete referents such as objects, drawings, diagrams, and actions. Such arguments can
make sense and be correct, even though they are not generalized or made formal until later grades.
Later, students learn to determine domains to which an argument applies. Students at all grades
can listen or read the arguments of others, decide whether they make sense, and ask useful
questions to clarify or improve the arguments.

CCSS.MATH.PRACTICE.MP4 Model with mathematics.
Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems
arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. In early grades, this might be as simple as
writing an addition equation to describe a situation. In middle grades, a student might apply
proportional reasoning to plan a school event or analyze a problem in the community. By high
school, a student might use geometry to solve a design problem or use a function to describe how
one quantity of interest depends on another. Mathematically proficient students who can apply
what they know are comfortable making assumptions and approximations to simplify a
complicated situation, realizing that these may need revision later. They are able to identify
important quantities in a practical situation and map their relationships using such tools as
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diagrams, two-way tables, graphs, flowcharts and formulas. They can analyze those relationships
mathematically to draw conclusions. They routinely interpret their mathematical results in the
context of the situation and reflect on whether the results make sense, possibly improving the
model if it has not served its purpose.

CCSS.MATH.PRACTICE.MP5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
Mathematically proficient students consider the available tools when solving a
mathematical problem. These tools might include pencil and paper, concrete models, a ruler, a
protractor, a calculator, a spreadsheet, a computer algebra system, a statistical package, or dynamic
geometry software. Proficient students are sufficiently familiar with tools appropriate for their
grade or course to make sound decisions about when each of these tools might be helpful,
recognizing both the insight to be gained and their limitations. For example, mathematically
proficient high school students analyze graphs of functions and solutions generated using a
graphing calculator. They detect possible errors by strategically using estimation and other
mathematical knowledge. When making mathematical models, they know that technology can
enable them to visualize the results of varying assumptions, explore consequences, and compare
predictions with data. Mathematically proficient students at various grade levels are able to
identify relevant external mathematical resources, such as digital content located on a website, and
use them to pose or solve problems. They are able to use technological tools to explore and deepen
their understanding of concepts.
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CCSS.MATH.PRACTICE.MP6 Attend to precision.
Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others. They try to use
clear definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning. They state the meaning of
the symbols they choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately. They are
careful about specifying units of measure, and labeling axes to clarify the correspondence with
quantities in a problem. They calculate accurately and efficiently, express numerical answers with
a degree of precision appropriate for the problem context. In the elementary grades, students give
carefully formulated explanations to each other. By the time they reach high school they have
learned to examine claims and make explicit use of definitions.

CCSS.MATH.PRACTICE.MP7 Look for and make use of structure.
Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or structure. Young
students, for example, might notice that three and seven more is the same amount as seven and
three more, or they may sort a collection of shapes according to how many sides the shapes have.
Later, students will see 7 × 8 equals the well remembered 7 × 5 + 7 × 3, in preparation for learning
about the distributive property. In the expression x2 + 9x + 14, older students can see the 14 as 2 ×
7 and the 9 as 2 + 7. They recognize the significance of an existing line in a geometric figure and
can use the strategy of drawing an auxiliary line for solving problems. They also can step back for
an overview and shift perspective. They can see complicated things, such as some algebraic
expressions, as single objects or as being composed of several objects. For example, they can see
5 - 3(x - y)2 as 5 minus a positive number times a square and use that to realize that its value cannot
be more than 5 for any real numbers x and y.
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CCSS.MATH.PRACTICE.MP8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Mathematically proficient students notice if calculations are repeated, and look both for
general methods and for shortcuts. Upper elementary students might notice when dividing 25 by
11 that they are repeating the same calculations over and over again, and conclude they have a
repeating decimal. By paying attention to the calculation of slope as they repeatedly check whether
points are on the line through (1, 2) with slope 3, middle school students might abstract the
equation (y - 2)/(x - 1) = 3. Noticing the regularity in the way terms cancel when expanding (x 1)(x + 1), (x - 1)(x2 + x + 1), and (x - 1)(x3 + x2 + x + 1) might lead them to the general formula for
the sum of a geometric series. As they work to solve a problem, mathematically proficient students
maintain oversight of the process, while attending to the details. They continually evaluate the
reasonableness of their intermediate results.
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APPENDIX B : SURVEY

Q1.1 Mathematics for Elementary Teachers SurveyThis survey was designed to provide a snapshot
of elementary education programs across the United States and the ways in which they prepare
pre-service teachers to teach mathematics. Responses to this survey will be kept confidential and
only reported in aggregate form. Results from this survey will be shared with the mathematics
education community. There are two parts to this survey.

Part I: General Elementary Education Program Characteristics
Part II: Opportunities to Learn Mathematics in Elementary Education Programs

The anticipated time to complete the survey is about 20 minutes, although it may vary depending
on your role within the Mathematics for Elementary Teachers courses and the number of courses
you teach or have taught. Your willingness to complete this survey is greatly appreciated. If you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Brooke Max at bmax@purdue.edu.
Q1.2 Part I: General Elementary Education Program Characteristics
Q1.3 What is your name?
Q1.4 What is the name of your college/university?
Q1.5 Does your institution offer a program leading to certification as an elementary
teacher?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Survey
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Q1.6 Which roles have you had in the elementary education program, how many years
have you had those roles, and what is your current role in the program?

Which role(s) have
you held?

How many
years have
you served in
this role?

Choose

What is your
current role?

Choose
(1)

all that apply (1)

all that apply (1)

Instructor (1)





Advisor (2)





Program coordinator (3)





No direct role (4)





Other (please describe): (5)





Q1.7 Do you have experience as a K-12 classroom teacher?
 Yes (1)
 No (3)
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Display This Question:
If Do you have experience as a K-12 classroom teacher? Yes Is Selected

Q1.8 Which roles have you held in K-12 education and how many years did you serve in
those roles?

Which role(s) have
you held?

How many
years did you
serve in this
role?

Check
(1)
all that apply (1)
K-5 Classroom Teacher (1)



Middle School Mathematics Teacher (grades 6-8) (2)



High School Mathematics Teacher (grades 9-12) (3)



Q1.9 With which units at your university are you currently affiliated? (check all that apply)
 Mathematics (1)
 Education (2)
 Other Unit (Please describe): (3) ____________________
Q1.10 What is your primary research area?






Mathematics (1)
Mathematics Education (2)
Other area of education (3) ____________________
Other (please list): (4) ____________________
No research area (5)
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Q2.1 Which licensing options are available at your institution? Please check all options of
which you are aware:







Elementary Education K-2 (1)
Elementary Education K-5 (2)
Elementary Education K-6 (3)
Elementary Education K-8 (4)
Elementary Education - other range (please list) (5) ____________________
I don't know (6)

Q2.2 Which of these programs graduates the greatest number of students each year?







Elementary Education K-2 (1)
Elementary Education K-5 (2)
Elementary Education K-6 (3)
Elementary Education K-8 (4)
Elementary Education - other range (please list) (5) ____________________
I don't know (6)

Q2.3 For the program that graduates the greatest number of students, which concentration
options are available? Please check all that apply:








Reading concentration (1)
Mathematics concentration (2)
Science concentration (3)
Special Education (4)
Gifted Education (5)
Other concentration (please list): (6) ____________________
I don't know (7)
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Q2.4 Approximately how many students does this elementary education program graduate
each academic year?







1-10 students (1)
11-25 students (2)
26-50 students (3)
51-100 students (4)
More than 100 students (5)
I don't know (6)

Q2.5 How long are the terms during the academic year at your institution?
 14-18 weeks, with each term usually called a semester (1)
 9-12 weeks, with each term usually called a quarter (2)
 Other (please describe) (3) ____________________
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Q2.6 How many courses and credits in each of the following categories are students
required to take to be eligible for initial certification in the elementary education program
that graduates the greatest number of students?
Total Number
of Required
Courses (1)

Mathematics Content Specifically Designed for Teachers
(i.e., mathematical content is foregrounded) (1)
Mathematics Pedagogy (i.e., mathematics pedagogy is
foregrounded) (2)
Mathematics Content and Pedagogy Combined (i.e., content
and pedagogy are balanced) (3)
General Mathematics (i.e., mathematics not designed for
teachers) (4)

Total
Number of
Required
Credits (2)
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Q2.7 Please indicate in which unit pre-service elementary teachers take courses in each of
these three categories. Select the one that is most typical.
Education (1)

Mathematics

Other (3)

N/A (4)

Content

Specifically Designed for Teachers (1)
Mathematics Pedagogy (2)
Mathematics

Math (2)

Content

Pedagogy Combined (3)
General Mathematics (4)

































and
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Q2.8 For the required courses, please list the course titles, number of credits per course,
and whether or not you personally have taught or teach the course. For each course, you
will be asked for more detailed information regarding the specific course.
Name
of the
Course

Number
of
Credits

Taught
/Teach
ing the
Course

Course Category

Math

Math

ematics

(1)

(1)

(1)

Ma

ematics

G

Content

thematics

Content and eneral

Specifically

Pedagogy

Pedagogy

Mathem

Designed for (2)

Combined

atics (4)

Teachers (1)
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Display This Question:
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If For the required courses, please list the course titles, number of credits per course, and whether
or not you personally have taught or teach the course. For each course, you will be asked for more...
Course 1 - Taught/Teaching the Course - Answer 1 Is Selected

Q3.1 Part II: Opportunities to Learn in Mathematics for Elementary Teacher Programs
In answering the following set of questions, please think of the course
mentioned: ${q://QID12%231/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1/1}
Q4.1 When do students typically take this course?






Freshman (1st) year (1)
Sophomore (2nd) year (2)
Junior (3rd) year (3)
Senior (4th) year (4)
Other (please explain): (5) ____________________

Q4.2 Who teaches this course? (Please select all that apply.)





Graduate students (1)
Staff (2)
Faculty (3)
Other/Comment: (4) ____________________
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Q4.3 Is a textbook utilized in this course?
 Yes (1)
 No (4)

Display This Question:
If Is a textbook utilized in this course? Yes Is Selected

Q4.4 Which textbook is used? You do not need to specify edition. If more than one
textbook is used in this course, please choose both options.
 Beckmann: Mathematics for Elementary Teachers with Activities (1)
 Bennett, Burton, & Nelson: Mathematics for Elementary Teachers: A
Conceptual Approach (2)
 Billstein, Libeskind, & Lott: A Problem Solving Approach to Mathematics for
Elementary School Teachers (3)
 Freitag: Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers: A Process Approach
(4)
 Long & DeTemple: Mathematical Reasoning for Elementary Teachers (7)
 Musser, Burger, & Peterson: Mathematics for Elementary Teachers: A
Contemporary Approach (10)
 Sowder, Sowder, & Nickerson: Reconceptualizing Mathematics for
Elementary School Teachers (5)
 Van de Walle, Karp, & Bay-Williams: Elementary and Middle School
Mathematics: Teaching Developmentally (9)
 Materials developed at your university/college (8)
 Other (please list): (6) ____________________

Q4.5 Is technology used in this course by the instructor or pre-service teachers?
 Yes (1)
 No (3)
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Display This Question:
If Is technology used in this course by the instructor or pre-service teachers? Yes Is Selected

Q4.6 Which types of technology are utilized by the instructor or pre-service teachers?







GeoGebra/Geometer's Sketchpad (1)
PowerPoint (2)
Videotaping (3)
Calculators (4)
Document Camera (5)
Other (please list): (6) ____________________

Q4.7 Are manipulatives used in this course?
 Yes (1)
 No (3)

Display This Question:
If Are manipulatives used in this course? Yes Is Selected

Q4.8 Which manipulatives are used?







Pattern block pieces (1)
Fraction bars (2)
Base ten pieces (or other base pieces) (3)
Tiles/chips (4)
Rekenrek (5)
Other (please list): (6) ____________________

Q4.9 Are there required readings for this course?
 Yes (1)
 No (3)

Display This Question:
If Are there required readings for this course? Yes Is Selected

Q4.10 Please list three required readings:
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Q4.11 Are national or state standards documents referenced in this course?
 Yes (1)
 No (3)

Display This Question:
If Are national or state standards documents referenced in this course? Yes Is Selected

Q4.12 Which documents are referenced?
 Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (Content Standards) (1)
 Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practice (2)
 Other State Standards (please list): (3) ____________________

Q4.13 Are there other resources used in this course not previously mentioned?
 Yes (1)
 No (3)

Display This Question:
If Are there other resources used in this course not previously mentioned? Yes Is Selected

Q4.14 Please describe the other resources:

Q4.15 Where would this course fall on the following Likert scale?








No mathematical content focus (1)
Pedagogical focus is significantly more than mathematical content focus (2)
Pedagogical focus is slightly more than mathematical content focus (3)
Mathematical content and Pedagogical foci are equal (4)
Mathematical content focus is slightly more than pedagogical focus (5)
Mathematical content focus is significantly more than pedagogical focus (6)
No pedagogical focus (7)
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Q4.16 The Mathematical Education of Teachers II (CBMS, 2012) recommends the
following areas be addressed in mathematics education programs. Does this course provide
opportunities to learn in the following areas? Please check all that apply:







Counting and Cardinality (1)
Operations and Algebraic Thinking (2)
Number and Operations in Base Ten (3)
Number and Operations - Fractions (4)
Measurement and Data (5)
Geometry (6)

Q4.17 For the area selected above that gets the most attention in the course, please upload
or describe one activity, assignment, or reading used in the context of this content.
 Describe the activity: (1) ____________________
 Upload file (2)

Display This Question:
If For the area selected above that gets the most attention in the course, please upload or describe
one activity, assignment, or reading used in the context of this content. Upload file Is Selected

Q4.18 File upload:

Q4.19 Are the Standards for Mathematical Practice from Common Core or some similar
state document addressed? If so, which standards are addressed?










Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. (1)
Reason abstractly and quantitatively. (2)
Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. (3)
Model with mathematics. (4)
Use appropriate tools strategically. (5)
Attend to precision. (6)
Look for and make use of structure. (7)
Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. (8)
These standards are not addressed. (9)
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Q4.20 In what ways are these standards addressed? Please check all that apply:
 Reading the Standards for Mathematical Practice (1)
 Creating lesson plans that reference the Standards for Mathematical Practice
(2)
 Facilitating lessons using the Standards for Mathematical Practice (3)
 Experiencing learning through lessons planned with the Standards for
Mathematical Practice in mind (4)
 Other ways (please describe): (5) ____________________

Q4.21 Which Standard for Mathematical Practice from Common Core or similar state
process standard is addressed the most? Please give one example of how it is addressed.

Q4.22 If possible, please upload a syllabus and any other documents related to this course
(e.g., course calendar, assignment list, topic list).

(Block 4 is repeated for each course the instructor has taught or is currently teaching.)

Q13.1 Thank you for answering questions specific to the course(s) at your institution. Now
thinking of your entire program, please list any relevant websites that would be useful for
collecting further information about your program (e.g., curriculum guide, course
descriptions, etc.).

Q13.2 Please list any other important information about your elementary education
program, especially related to mathematics, that you think it is important to know that may
not have been revealed thus far.
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Q13.3 Would you like a report of the results once they are published?
 Yes (1)
 No (3)

Q13.4 Are you willing to answer additional questions regarding your elementary education
program if I contact you?
 Yes: Please provide your name and email address: (1) ___________________
 No (2)

Q13.5 Thank you for completing this survey!
If you have any questions concerning the survey, please do not hesitate to contact Brooke
Max at bmax@purdue.edu.
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